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This project responds to the current political and environmental crossroads 

at which the United Nations finds itself.  Amidst a question of relevance in 

the 21st century, the thesis project enacts the inactive agencies of the United 

Nations , in the form of a parallel proposal;  A neighbour of better conscience 

to the UN.

The structure of the report first acknowledges the context from which the 

United Nations is born. Thereafter, amidst the cartographic representation 

‘Archimera’ , the report unravels a method of engaging the UN with the 

practical ways of assisting crisis situations within the world. Pangaea emerges 

as this tool that is constantly active.  

The report explores the project as three parallel enactments, each exposing  

a key characteristic of Pangaea and as a result, the chapters are readable as 

separate entities that reveal the complex political, environmental and social 

concerns that the UN and world community faces today. Each enactment is 

broken down at a Macro scale and Micro Scale.

[ That of the city/Archimera and That of Pangaea]

 1. Geomorphology [ Earthly Enactments ] 
 i That of the City / Archimera 
 ii That of Pangaea
 11. Rituals of Refuge [ Domestic Enactments ] 
 111. The Workshop [ The workings of Pangaea]

Before concluding it is worth reflecting on the architectural language that 

has allowed this enactment of Pangaea. Drawing from earlier semesters, the 

act of doing as a iterative tool is excersised through a myriad of active 

enactments such as investigation, slicing, ossifying and and unravelling. The 

chapter then uncovers their corresponding architectural manifestations.

 1. Investigation [Bespoke rooms ]
 2. Unravelling [ Circulation ]
 3. Ossifying [ Cast volumes ] 
 4. Slicing [ Openings ]

Harrisson’s workshop (ii) looks to adopt this active outlook which is 

undoubtedly absent in the United Nations of 2020. These actions provide 

the project with a set of tools required when beginning a new move and 

executing architectural expression. 

Fo r e wo r d

Harrisson’s Workshop (ii) | Pangaea [estranged]
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1. Geomorphology [ Earthly Enactments ] 

2. Rituals of Refuge [ Domestic Enactments ] 

UN 1951

UN 2020

Archimera | Manhattan 2020

3. The Workshop [ The workings of Pangaea]

i That of the City / Archimera [macro]

i That of the City / Archimera [macro]

i That of the City / Archimera [macro]

ii That of Pangaea [micro]

ii That of Pangaea [micro]

ii That of Pangaea [micro]

1. Investigation [Controlled spaces]

Early  Work Pangaea | Architecture

2. Unravelling [ Circulation ]

3. Ossifying [ Cast volumes ] 

4. Slicing [ Openings ]

na r r at I v e  s t ru c t u r e

Harrisson’s Workshop (ii) | Pangaea [estranged]

Start End
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1947 depiction of the United 
Nations Headquarters on the 
east river with the Chrysler 

building in the background.  by 
Hugh Ferris
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co n t e n t s

Harrisson’s Workshop (ii)  | Pangaea [estranged]

Manhattan | Island Territories vi

United Nations 1951

Archimera
United Nations 2020

Harrisson’s Workshop | Pangaea
  Parallel Enactments

1. Geomorphology [ Earthly Enactments ] 
i That of the City / Archimera 

ii That of Pangaea

11. Rituals of Refuge [ Domestic Enactments ] 
i That of the City / Archimera 

ii That of Pangaea

11. The Workshop [ The workings of Pangaea]
i That of the City / Archimera 

ii That of Pangaea

111 Architectural Language [Reflection] 

1. Investigation [Bespoke rooms ]

2. Unravelling [ Circulation ]

3. Ossifying [ Cast volumes ] 

4. Slicing [ Openings ]

Conclusion
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1782 British Headquarters Map
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1782 British Headquarters Map
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Ma n h at ta n  I s l a n d  te r r I to r I e s  (v I )
Harrisson’s Workshop (ii)  | Pangaea [estranged]

This design report unfurls a thesis deeply ingrained within the island metropolis 
of Manhattan. A vivid experiential shift itself, the island compared to the other 
territories of the city of New York, harbours unique exaggerated historic, social, 
political and ecological themes and concerns. Harrisson’s workshop, a collection 
of characteristically, tool like architectures sits within a ‘field’ heavily influenced 
by the overburdened and ineffective United Nations Headquarters. However, 
the thesis looks to bring forth the fertility of this dormant topography,  through 
a process of constant working. As a result, a newly constructed landscape, that 
of Pangaea emerges. This proposition seeks to respond directly to the climatic 
concerns of the 21st century as well as the intricate socio political crossroads the 

United Nations finds itself with the world community. 

Drawing from his essay, Scapeland (1989) Jean-François Lyotard suggests 
that ‘there would appear to be a landscape whenever the mind is transported 
from one sensible matter to another, but retains the sensorial organization 

appropriate to the first, or at least a memory of it.’

Pangaea looks to pursue this strain of thought, through enjoying the original 
visions of the United Nations in its founding within the newly displaced 
architectures.  Be it the raised crust protecting the worlds forests, or the houses 
of contested objects providing a neutral ground for debate, the proposal looks 
to return the abundance* that once flourished in this ‘field’ by supporting the 

UN as a neighbour of good conscience.

* Abundance here is referred to as the goals of the UN Charter and Paris Agreement found in Appendix III and IV
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When John Randel Jr began his work in 1807, he was responsible for the 
herculean task of surveying and outlining the streets on the island of Manhattan. 
The culmination of his work can be seen in the gracefully illustrated 92 farm 
maps. Outlining map number 25 and 27 on the opposite page, holds testament 
to the undulating topographies he was met with. One such topography are the 
cliffs on which the infamous Tudor City rests, opposite the United Nations 
headquarters and beside Harrisson’s Workshop. In a city where people have 
designed new topographies and erased old ones, an urban topography such as 

Pangaea reaffirms the culture of this extraordinary island metropolis. 

In 1811 when the plan was published owners like Clement Clarke Moore  wrote, 
“Nothing is to be left unmolested which does not coincide with the street 
commissioner’s plummet and level. These are men…who would have cut down 
the seven hills of Rome.” Prrof of the unreal endeavour John Randel Jr was 

carrying out

View from 42nd street down second avenue; circa 1811 Tudor City place 20th Century. Tudor city sits above 1st AvenueFarm Maps 25 and 27 from 37th to 53rd Street
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un I t e d  nat I o n s  h e a d q ua rt e r s  1951
Harrisson’s Workshop (ii)  | Pangaea [estranged]

Dubbed the ‘Workshop for Peace’ by Wallace Harrison, the United Nations of 
1951 rose with great optimism from the ashes of two major world wars. Inarguably, 
the United Nations of 1951 was tasked above everything to enforce world peace. 
In addition, the Charter of the United Nations set up the foundation of the 
organisation, signed in 1945. It bound countries to uphold a commitment to 
human rights of citizens while addressing economic, social and health problems, 
with universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental 
freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.’ This 
was to be an overarching obligation for any country when placed at a crossroads 

with other treaties. 

This passion and utopian enthusiasm for a new world order gave rise to , possibly 
the most political of architectures, the United Nations Headquarters in New 
York City.  Based on the 18 acre piece of land by the east river in Midtown,  the 
then Secretary-General of the UN dubbed the city of New York as the capital 

of the world.

‘ I feel that we have built not a symbol for peace but a workshop for peace.’

- Wallace Harrisson 1951

Un agreed demolition of  meat packing industries Un agreed demolition of  meat packing industriesUn agreed demolition of  meat packing industries
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Left: The cornerstone of the permanent headquarters of the United Nations is laid by Wallace 
Harrison the Principal Architect on United Nations Day - during a special open air General 
Assembly meeting. The ceremony, marking the fourth anniversary of the United Nations, was 
attended by United States President Harry S. Truman, who was the principal speaker. Secretary 
General Trygve Lie deposited copies of the United Nations Charter and the Universal Declaration 

of Human Rights in the stone.

24 October 1949

The land that the United Nations Headquarters would stand upon was home to 
various, foul smelling meat packing plants. The east river at the time would even 
flood red with cattle blood.  In the late 20’s when Tudor city began construction,  
they had to brick over the facing façades to avoid the horrific stench and view 
of the cobble stoned industry streets. By late 1947 however, the united nations 
purchased this land and began its utopian transformation of situating itself  and 

adding to the rich fabric of New York City.

The cooperation of the eleven great architects, including Le Corbusier and Oscar 
Neimeyer gave rise to  the first monument to be designed in the international 
style.  Harrisson referred to the complex as a ‘workshop for peace’ as he saw it 
less as an institution but more as a ‘living and ongoing’ process. In president 
Truman’s address on the UN’s inaugural day, he mentions much like Harrisson, 
that the UN will be a force which will actively advocate and seek solutions for 

global stability. 

Precisely, this active outlook of ‘taking action’ with which the UN was built has 
lacked in its forthcoming years. 
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Rishabh Shah | Norman Villeroux | Marina Soldova | Antonio Wong 

The full Glossary of Terms referring to the various components of Archimera is provided in Appendix II.

Beggining at Central Park on the far left and ending at Battery park,  Archimera depicts what would 
be half of the island territory of Manhattan. The islands aforementioned range from city sites, such 
as the Supreme court, United Nations Headquarters,Chelsea Pier, Hudson Yards and  the Native 

American Museum

ArChimera is an almost magical realist cartographic configuration of 
Manhattan, a radical fictional alteration of the island.

Manhattan’s spatial morphology has constantly been bended into new realities, 
depicted by distinct stories entangled in various temporalities and scales. 
Indeed, the swampy Mannahatta exists in the protruding rocks north of the 
island, whilst the spectre of New Amsterdam is revealed in the excavated 17th 
century remains of a Dutch ship. Today, New York City exists in the extravaganza 
of tabula rasa and technology, as the paradigm of the urban metropolis. A few 
out of many, these stories and moments evoke the ever-evolving tendency of 

Manhattan to reinvent itself.

As such, ArChimera attempts to pursue this constant spatial morphosis, by 
bringing together distinct stories evoking quintessential architectural and 
landscape transmutations and injecting them with speculative scenarios 

deriving from the contemporary realities of the city.

ArChimera takes the form of a singular architectural entity inhabited by 
various layered realities – an archipelago of islands. The archipelago evokes the 
totality of this speculative urban landscape, a fictional scapeland existing at 
various temporalities emitted by the islands which inhabit it. These multiple 
singular architectural formations can be understood as gardens, or in the words 
of Gilles Clement as mental territories of hope. As such, the islands represent 
the individual voices of the meta-thesis, autonomous spaces for programmes or 

speculative realities.

Caught within this composition of fantastic realities is one such layered reality, 
that of the establishment of  the United Nations Headquarters in Manhattan. 

ar c h I M e r a

The United Nations | 2020 
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Above: Uncovering the stories of the slaughter houses in the 
1800- 1900s, Tudor city during its construction through the 
1920s, The construction of the UN headquarters in 1951 and 
the timeless east river.

The drama of these distant stories and various 
temporalities portrayed within Archimera at the 
site of the United Nations Headquarters, begin to 
unravel and beg question to the functionality and 
role of the UN within this world. 

Through a process of drawing out and dismantling 
the already established island condition of 
the United Nations Headquarters, a further 
understanding of its roles and responsibilities to 
the global community are uncovered. 
 
The emerging proposal bears witness to the current 
state of affairs of the United Nations and begins to 
hint toward  the formation of a new architectural 

landscape. One that starts to restructure and 
attempt to calibrate the various ‘dismantled’ pieces 
that seem to be achieving well below they’re level 
best.

An example of this is seen in the United Nations 
response to the increase of global temperatures and 
the threat of Global warming. 

Drawing on Wallace Harrisson’s ideal of the 
workshop,the [re] integration and [re] calibration of 
these dismantled architectures is brought together 
in an industry of change.  Harrisson’s workshop (ii) 
is seen to be developed out of enjoying the original 
visions of the UN in its founding. 

th e  un I t e d  nat I o n s  |  2020
Harrisson’s Workshop | disintegrating

Above: The fortress the United Nations has managed to 
create with a variety of top security embassies surrounding 
the modernist building. 
Right: The edge between the east river and UN

The full Glossary of Terms referring to the various components of Archimera is provided in Appendix II.
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Witnessed as a landscape of potentialities, the dismantled 
pieces begin to emerge and announce a rich Architectural  
language. Programmatic research  into the United Nations 
give way to  overlooked  socio-political and environmental 
concerns. The landscape begins to thrive at the possibility 
of a scapeland. A distant memory of the model United 
Nations, one of the agencies of culture, the environment 

and social well being. 

Facing Page Above: A fragment of Archimera ; The landscape 
around the United Nations.

Left: Depicting the effects of the metropolis on the island 
condition of the United Nations.

Below: Plan displaying a language of dismantled pieces coming 
loose from the UN depicting the inactive agencies of the 

rganisation. 

The full Glossary of Terms referring to the various components of Archimera is provided in Appendix II.
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Scapeland | Pangaea

 
Building on these distant memories of a previously 
envisioned model United Nations, Archimera gives 
rise to a tool, namely, Pangaea. Within Archimera, 

Pangaea emerges as an efficacious operating tool, 
tasked to address the shortcomings within the 

island condition of the United Nations of 2020. 
A collection of these tool like architectures  that 

reinvigorate this landscape condition in and 
around the United Nations is what is henceforth 

referred to as Harrison’s Workshop (ii). 

The full Glossary of Terms referring to the various components of Archimera is provided in Appendix II.
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ha r r I s s o n ’ s  wo r k s h o p  ( I I )   |  pa n g a e a  [e s t r a n g e d]
Parallel Enactments

Harrisson’s workshop (ii) is both a landscape and architectural proposal for 
the island of Manhattan and consequently the world community. The project 
looks to tackle, in particular, the intricate political, social and environmental 
challenges amidst a turbulent political climate, where the relevance of the 

United nations in the 21st century has come into question.
 

Seen as a second pass to the construction of the United Nations Headquarters, 
the collective design, offers a range of scales between landscape and architecture 
as a neighbour to the UN complex. Pangaea in this respect, is a portion of the 
crust of the earth, elevated from its ground condition, creating a more secure 
landscape, away from the volatile future swells of the east river. In a sense, an 
additional island to the city of islands. Within it, the crust brings to the geology 

of Manhattan, the worlds forests, rivers, seas and soils. 

The project respects the bureaucratic and highly regulated nature of the UN 
headquarters beside it, however, based on an optimistic but quintessential 
reading of the goals and aspirations of the UN; Pangaea offers a new surface. 
It gently cradles the most precious of laboratories while on the other hand also 
provides a docking point for more robust socially rich architectural pieces. This 
interplay of surface, space and architecture creates a continuous and habitable 

architectural topography. 

The new crust challenges its neighbour by exploring the architectural potential 
of housing ‘laboratories’ of change. In this case, laboratories refer to more than 
a scientific research room. Instead, it alludes to a testing ground for social and 

environmental concerns that haven’t yet been brought to the forefront.

These spaces are critical reflections to some of the shortcomings of the UN 
and international community as a whole, and in essence challenging the social 
and environmental response of architecture in tandem with political bodies. 
The architectural language of unravelling the United Nation’s ambitions and 
consequently placing these architectures on exhibition exposes both a strategy 
adopted for the architectural design but also a conveys a statement, one that 

architecture of agency is an absolute requirement in this volatile world. 

The city of New York and its Metropolis of Manhattan is an exemplar for an 
interchange of world cultures. Much like many topographies of the past, the 
crust offers to the city, a new landscape. One which embodies the urgency and 
transparency required of the United Nations. With a myriad of architectures, 
each a confirmation of their social and environmental relevance, the crust 
operates not just as a workshop, but a series of workshops. Together they enact a 
new scale of social, environmental and consequently political industry, standing 
together and as a renewed proof of Harrisson’s dream of an active and engaged 

United Nations in our modern world.   
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Sitting beside the United Nations, the largest forum of world governments, 
entrusted with the administering of peace and security of all forms, sustainable 
development and enforcement of human rights and humanitarian assistance, 
Harrisson’s workshop (ii) offers back to the United Nations and the global 
community, a landscape of active architectures tasked with engaging the socio-
political and environmental crisis situations that the world battles with. This is 
accomplished within the built landscape through a series of interwoven bespoke 
programmes with an aim to achieve an active response to the world crisis. 
The proposal looks to enact these important agencies in light of the founding 
vision of the United nations and makes use of Manhattan’s geology as a point of 

contact with the world.

The landscape dubbed Pangaea, that holds the myriad of architectures, 
workshops of social and environmental engagement themselves, offers to 
the United Nations at the urban scale, a point of gathering for these various 
architectural pieces. The crust of Pangaea enacts, through an architectural 
language of a ‘deck’, the urgency that the UN headquarters would have displayed 

had it not been held back due to the stifling bureaucracy. 

Caught within this crust of Pangaea, the various architectural proposals reveal 
moments of intricate detail, exposing the inner workings of the workshops in 
question. Each of the architectures are articulated in a manner by which to 
respond to the island metropolis of Manhattan and consequently the world. 
Following a logic of opening up, contradictory to workshop ideals, each of 
these laboratories of change, unveil to the public a cohesive effort to push the 
ideal of a united drive for change. Much like the geologic protrusions of  the 
Manhattan Schist in central park, the Houses of Nations rise from the bedrock 
of the crust, and within it, house the worlds most contested artefacts with a 
domestic space for their keeper. Such an architecture attends to the frontier 
of Pangaea and the city and bridges the cultural porosity absent in the United 
Nations Headquarters. To this end, one may refer to this particular architecture 
as a workshop of Cultural agency. In a similar manner, Pangaea offers multiple 
architectures at a range of scales, each expressing their geo-morphology, 
carrying out a ritual for refuge and negotiating invisible boundaries. These 
active methods of an architectural response combine within Pangaea to give rise 

to Harrisson’s workshop (ii), a breeding ground for change.  
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1. ge o M o r p h o l o g y 

[ Earthly Enactments ] 

Pangaea was a supercontinent that existed during the late 
Paleozoic and early Mesozoic eras. It assembled from earlier 
continental units approximately 335 million years ago, and it 
began to break apart about 175 million years ago. In contrast 
to the present Earth and its distribution of continental mass, 
Pangaea was centred on the Equator and surrounded by the 

superocean Panthalassa.

The formation of each environment and climate on Pangaea 
is due to plate tectonics, and thus, it is as a result of these 
shifts and changes different climatic pressures were placed on 
the life on Pangaea. Although plate tectonics was paramount 
in the formation of later land masses, it was also essential in 
the placement, climate, environments, habitats, and overall 

structure of Pangaea.

Thus, the proposition, given the name, Pangaea is a 
landscape that echoes the earth- surface processes of rock 
and sediment being worn away and thereafter deposited 
to form different suites of landforms. The landforms of 
Crags, seen in the supporting cliff like character of the 
sanatorium is a world apart from the glacial crevasses 
of the scars found within the crust of Pangaea’s deck. 
Pangaea’s lifted nature secures the new crust’s resources 
and allows the formation of a new ecosystem below it; this 
invisible buried away landscape begins to condition the 

larger visible landscape of the river-front.
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1. ge o M o r p h o l o g y 

That of the city [Macro]

Facing Page : Fort Tryon Park.  Situated on a ridge in Upper 
Manhattan, the park is built on a formation of Manhattan schist. 

The view across the river exposes the Schist in the geology 
of  New Jersey.
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Pangaea| An extension of Manhattan’s Geology.
Above: John Randal Jr’s and Adriaen Block’s tools when building 

the Onrust from the Tyger
Above Left:  Lebeus  Woods. ‘Lower Manhattan’
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Enacting the 100 year flood
Model demonstrating the vulnerability of the east river site. 
The site of the UN and consequently, Pangaea is proposed 

to be an active wet landscape, where flooding is an accepted 
eventuality rather than a hindrance.  An urban strategy that 

offers back reclaimed land in an effort to neutralise the threat 
is adopted. 
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Raising the Crust
A metaphorical ‘raising of the ground’ is carried out.  

Previously at risk  , the architecture directly responds to the 

very real threat of the projected 100 year flood, allowing for 

the formation of an extended flood plain below Pangaea.  

The post modern buildings of the UN  headquarters sit atop 

an impenetrable artificial island. This results in the water from 

the east river being kept at bay. On the flip side, the proposal 

looks to work hand in hand with the wet landscape, thus 

directly addressing the future ecological changes to the natural 

and built environment.
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Raising the Crust | ‘Wetness’
Offering back to the east river a portion of Manhattan’s 

reclaimed land that was previously at risk , is proof of the 

urban strategy employed in working with wetness rather than 

against it.  The architecture directly responds to the very real 

threat of the 100 year flood projection.  In doing so spaces 

within the elevated crust remain safe and allow a surety in 

working on precious, high priority engagements.
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A Utilitarian Ground
The  proposal opens the west side of the site to the 

public allowing pedestrian access where as to the east 

the understructure reveals a more utilitarian ground only 

accessible to restricted parties.  

Above:  East side entrance reveals the underbelly of Pangaea 

and allows the transport and exchange of required  goods to 

take place

Left:  West side stair and ramp pedestrian access allowing the 

absorption of the public realm.   
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Left: Plan of Utilitarian 

ground displaying etchings 

in the ground for suggested 

traffic control

59

A Utilitarian Ground | Unpacking
With the underbelly of Pangaea operating as an extended 

flood-scape, the ground is primed for carrying out services 

that do not require manicured flooring. Deliveries ranging 

from lab equipment to sanatorium supplies occur within 

this open air utilitarian basement.

Above: Plan of Utilitarian ground

Facing page: View of unpacking site.

Right : View of the unpacking 

taking place 
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A Utilitarian Ground | the Flooded Landscape
With the underbelly of Pangaea operating as an extended 

flood-scape, the landscape under Pangaea welcomes 

the seasonal overflow of the river neutralising the flood 

thereat.  Although this drastically alters the typological 

rituals of this space, this strategy of adopting a programme 

such as delivery, that can be scheduled as per the eb and 

flow of the river is exemplar of the sacrifices required in 

order to live in a constant give and take with the river 

body, assuring us of our safety. 

Above: Plan at the Utilitarian ground level
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The Crust
Transferring its entire bearing weight onto corbel joints 

branching of the concrete tower’s husk means that the 

crust can accommodate largely uninterpreted spaces. With 

a complex arrangement of trusses to provide the thickness 

within the crust , intermediate uninterrupted spaces can 

become breeding grounds for newly suspended laboratories. 

In addition the continuous spaces aid in a natural air flow, 

ventilating what would be an otherwise confined space. 
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1. ge o M o r p h o l o g y 

That of Pangaea [micro]

Preliminary design showing possible interior treatment of the 

proposed United Nations Prayer Room for the United Nations 

Permanent Headquarters in Manhattan.

06 June 1949
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Cluster| Clasp | Ring
Both the Cluster and the Clasp possess geologic properties.
The cluster; comprising of the Houses of Nations, protrude 
from the earth’s geology, like Ethiopian rock temples carving 
the ground around it.
The Clasp, frames and anchors this opening in Pangaea’s crust 
housing a prelude to the contested objects held within the 
houses.
Conversely, the Ring adds a fluidity to these stagnant pieces 
pulling the public realm into this newly situated ground. 

Crag | Cliff
The sanatorium building stands as a bookend to this newly 
formed crust [Pangaea]. In doing so it adopts connotations 
of a earthly mass pushing back onto the deck allowing space 
for the river ebb and flow beneath. Within this cliff, 3 vertical 
landscapes condition the living conditions within.

Top Row:  The clasp and House of Nations

Bottom Row: Sanatorium Wall
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Porosity | Anchors
At a city scale, these large concrete anchors protrude from 
the deck into the urban realm allowing the public to stream in 
and circulate into the world beneath the crust. 
As an architecture themselves, the apartments meet the 
ground with a particular fragility, however the mass of these 
buildings anchor the ends of crust in Manhattan’s geology, 
adding support to Pangaea’s extensive landscape.

Fulcrum | Foundation
The epicentre of Pangaea is inarguably the  five research 
towers. Standing in the centre of the crust, the provide the 
adequate re-enforcement to counter all the possible swaying 
of this raised platform. The concrete buildings also create a 
bedding in the form of concrete corbels onto which the entire 
crust is lowered and balanced on. 

Top Row:  Apartments for recent Migrants

Bottom Row: Research Towers and Labs
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Cluster| Clasp | Ring | House of Nations
Embedded  into the landscape of Pangaea,  the clasp keeps the steel 
surface of pangaea at bay, revealing the cavern where the houses of 
Nations remain. Shallower scars set into the thickness of the crust, 
reveal wooden walkways where one can cross pangaea and access 

the remaining architecture.
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Above:  View from ramp of House of Canada

Left:  Exploded Drawing; Ring | Clasp | Cluster

Right:  View of the House of Nations  from the 

Clasp gallery

Cluster| Clasp | Ring | House of Nations
Articulating The village [House of Nations] to face the city seeks 

to create a relation with the city of Manhattan by creating one 
continuous flow from the city streets through to a series of ramps.  

The cluster establishes itself as the epicentre of Pangaea allowing the 
public realm to circulate around it. As such, Pangaea begins to reveal 

itself as one’s journey up the ring and into the clasp.
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Crag | Cliff | Sanatorium
With the Sanatorium supporting  Pangaea as a bookend, 
a new territory of quarantine  is created on its flip side. 
The reclaimed land is offered back to the east river  to 

welcome the eb and flow of this natural water source. The 
architecture works with water rather than against it. The Pali 
de casada warn boats in times of flood that this area may be 

shallow, securing the UN compound.
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Crag | Cliff | Sanatorium
Birthed  from the  necessity of a pushing force to keep 

Pangaea in place, the Sanatorium rises like a cliff providing 
a point of termination for the extensive earthen crust. This 

vertical squeeze of the programme provides interesting 
architectural space within. 

01-Dining Room

02- Double skinned hollow retaining wall 

03- Interior Landscape [Landscape 01]

04- Exterior Landscape [Landscape 02]

05- Patient Room

06- Staff Apartments

07- Patient Break terrace [Landscape 03]

08- Lobby

09- Entrance Stair

10- Cafeteria Floor

11- Consultation rooms and Laboratories

12- Operation theatres and Intensive care Units

13- Pangaea’s Deck

09

06

11

12

10

08

13

Above: Floor Level Four  followed by Floor Level Three

Below: Perspective View of the Sanatorium Wall

Facing Page Left : Section A-A through entrance stair 

Facing Page Below : Section B-B through lobby

01
02

03
05

04

06 07
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Porosity | Anchors | Transitory Apartments
A tapering concrete husk , meeting the ground and exposing the 

least possible surface area.  This opens up circulation space at 

this market level. In doing so, the concrete weights act as a pin to 

pangaea, anchoring it on its western border to the city.
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Fulcrum| A Tectonic Grip | Research Towers
Penetrating deep into the crust, the towers anchor 

the  corten steel deck , allowing it to hover above in 

suspension, free from the city’s geology. 
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Fulcrum| A Tectonic Grip | Research Towers
The Towers concrete husk pierces through the corten 

steel crust, however, by anchoring itself in Manhattan’s 

geology the wall provides a firm anchor from which to 

support the deck. Corbels protruding from the wall hold 

the crust in place and allow for minuscule vibrations and 

movement through a ball bearing joint.

Above Left: Cisterns of 

Water under Pangaea

Above : Concrete Corbel 

holding the crust 

Left: Research tower Walls 

terminate in Cisterns

Bottom: Corbel detail
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01 Geo Coposite Strip Drain
02 Cast in Place reinforced concrete

03 reinforcement bars
04 80mm mortar 

Reinforces water tightness and prevent leakage
05 Rigid insulation

To achieve thermal comfort of water against frost.
06 double waterproof membrane lacing

07 Reinforcement 
08 Permanent facing cast in place concrete

09 Soil Nail 
Steel bar, bearing plate, washers, nail head, studded heads finish

10  Grout
11 Perforated Drain
Leakage management

12 Toe Drain
 Held by compression of concrete slab

13 Concrete ‘rat’ slab
14 Screed finish

01

1113
14 12

02

04
05

06

07

08

09

10

03

Cisterns of Water under Pangaea
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0108 0302

04

05

07

06

Atmospheric Sketch

1:50 section of the crevice

Crevice | Research Towers
With the crust completely resting 

on the concrete corbels, not 

bearing any weight of its own, 

meant that the malleable corten 

steel skin could be manipulated. 

A crevice in the crust is created 

to house recessed down-lights to 

shine light through the perforations 

on the towers at night.  

01- Halogen bulb Up-light

02 - 432mm Deep I beam upper chord of 
Truss system

03 - Brackets at 900 mm intervals

04 - Continuous corten steel gutter 
perforated to allow light diffusion

05 - Wedge to hold folded copper skin in 
place

06 - Corten steel panel custom folded to 
create edge detail

07 - Typical deck floor composition

08 - Corten steel tied to backplate with bolt 
and washers.
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Chasm | Witness Room Bridge
Bridging the walk between the scars in the deck to the 

witness room in the General assembly.  A person would 

emerge from the deep chasm as they climb up a gentle 

ramp. The chasm walls slowly fall and assume the form and 

proportions of a handrail.
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I I . r I t ua l s  o F  re F u g e

[Domestic Enactments]

Situated next to the UN, the hub of world governments,  
the presence of Pangaea by the east river, bolstered 
the ideology that the elevated crust and its associated 
architectures are in fact connected through the seemingly 
endless water body to  the rest of the world. Operating 
as this new frontier between the city of Manhattan and 
the international community saw rise to numerous unique 
rituals of refuge for a diverse number and type of people.

This architecture of refuge is seen most prominently 
within Pangaea when it aims to aid in the transition of, 
migrants into Manhattan and in the housing of contested 
artefacts, acknowledging the tense relationship between 

countries owing reparations and the host citizens.  

The housing and holding of someone in relation to 
the micro landscape of Pangaea, and consequently in 
relationship to Manhattan is seen as a architectural and 
urban strategy to achieve socio- political and ecological 

coherence throughout the thesis. 
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That of the city [Macro]

I I . r I t ua l s  o F  re F u g e

Like a huge mirror, the glass face of the new Secretariat 

building, reflects the skyline of mid-Manhattan.

01 January 1952

United Nations, New York
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Within Pangaea’s multi facated approach towards a more 
socially, politically and environmentally responsible 
architecture , the act of holding and housing remains 
central. This is predominantly seen in the housing of 
climate migrants. However echoes of refuge and sanctuary 
sound in the housing of the contested artefacts and 

sheltered workshops. 

The current battle the world is fighting in the form of 
the Coronavirus Pandemic has brought in questions as 
to what responsible travel in the future may manifest as. 
Amidst the growing migrant crisis due to increasing sea 
levels and world temperature, Pangaea offers an insight as 
to what responsible quarantine and transitional housing 

for migrants may look like. 

The US Naval Hospital Shipa arrives in New York 

during the current coronavirus pandemic
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Site Plan situating Pangaea on the banks of the 

east river in  Midtown Manhattan Citizens of Kiribati fleeing flooding

Refuge | Climate Migration

With the number of natural catastrophes being 
exacerbated with climate change, there is a new wave of 
refugees from mainly island communities such s Kiribati 

as depicted below. 

Taking this into account, and as seen in the prior 
enactment, Pangaea provides security from the imminent 

flooding Manhattan would face (like its other island 
territories world wide). However, in addition to that, 

with the endorsement from the UN, Pangaea welcomes 
those that are fleeing conditions that are no longer 

liveable. They undergo a transitional phase before truly 
amalgamating into the dense fabric of Manhattan.
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The Journey | A Migrant’s Section
The moment the migrant disembarks from 

the international evacuation ship, they 

begin their experience of the architectures 

in Pangaea.
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01- 02 | Arrival
As the international evacuation ship docks, passengers 

disembark onto a pier leading them to the Lobby. There they 

are met with interpretors and led through the immigration 

process. Separated from the immigration hall lies a document 

room within which these processes are carried out.

03 - 05 | Approach
Following a health check up, if required selected passengers 

begin a rehabilitation journey into the sanatorium. Within 

the building rooms are shared by two and a series of micro 

landscapes condition a living environment for regeneration.

05 - 07 | Pangaea Revealed
During their time living in the transitional apartments, 

passengers can experience the confines of Pangaea, beginning 

a preliminary interaction with the citizens of Manhattan. 

Migrants begin their first job in the food markets and begin 

steps towards a new life in Manhattan.

01 02 03

080706

08 | Within the Crust
All this while, beneath the migrants feet lies a collection of 

laboratories housing the worlds forests and rivers, looking for 

new ways in which climate change can be tackled and hopefully 

negate a future where forced migration like that of the world 

above persists.  

09-10 | The City Beyond

Scars and indents within the deck of pangaea allow circulation 

for the migrant in their time within Pangaea. The city peels 

back and moments and the deck protrudes out allowing 

unique outposts with views of the city.

Narrative Section | The Migrant’s journey

04 05

1009
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The pier on which the passangers arrive is shared with the 
first of three landscape conditions attributed with the 

sanatorium. 

Piers protruding into fast flowing water generally cause 
a turbulent flow in and around them, this results in the 
build up of silt and this attracts biodiversity. Embracing 
this natural phenomenon, a wet landscape is envisioned at 

the lower level of the sanatorium. 

Rich bio diversity  growing on pier poles due to rich silt deposits Video clips | Natural landscape by the pier
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Aponogeton_Aquatic
Many species grow in temporarily still or flowing waters and 

live through the dry period as a dormant tuber.

Carex Pendula| Wild Spreading Grass
Grows to up to 2.4 metres, and spreads wild prefering damp heavy 

clay soils

Ammophila arenaria | Marram Grass
Stabilises loose silt soil and aids in growing new plants that become 

colonised by other species

Pontederia
Efficient biological filters of polluted water in 

constructed wetlands

Lythrum Salicaria

Found in ditches, wet meadows and marshes and along 

sides of lakes

Typha Latifolia| Typha Species Water
Generally found in humid coastal and dry continental 

climates. A wetland species meaning its always near water. 

Regenerative | Landscape
The pier landscape is visualised 

as a space quarantined travellers 

may still be able to reconnect with 

nature on restful walks.

The aforementioned plants 

underwent a careful critique while 

being selected for the project, 

meticulously comparing their 

viability in the New York summer as 

well as the harsh winter.
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The Journey | A Citizen’s Section
A citizen may finds themselves not seeking refuge per se but 

finding relief in the journey through pangaea. There is finally a 

physical manifestation toward the fight against climate change 

and socio- political instability.  A voice of the people.
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01 | City Border | Market
The western edge of Harrisson’s workshop would filter the 

citizens of Manhattan into the underbelly of Pangaea. With 

the public realm extended here in the form of a market, 

immigrants and citizens would have the perfect opportunity 

to meet.

02 | Cluster 

A fragment of the urban realm, the houses of nations sit 

displaced from the geology of Manhattan. They rise from the 

bedrock as if they were the protruding Manhattan Schist of 

Central Park

03 - 07 | Ring / Clasp
The ring provides the gestural extension of the city’s 

circulation into Pangaea. Circling up the houses of nation, the 

citizens have direct access of 2nd avenue and underneath and 

into the clasp of Pangaea.

01 02 03

090807

08 | Crevasse

Like scars in the deck, a sunken timber clad flooring embeds 

itself in the corten steel.  It brings a person to the highest point 

on the deck, guiding them from one space to the next. 

09-11 | Witness Room
A final fragment of pangaea, displaced and docked in the 

general assembly of the UN headquarters gives voice to 

the people and stands testament to the work produced in 

Harrisson’s workshop.

Narrative Section | The Citizen’s journey

04 05

10 11

06
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That of pangaea [Micro]

One of the highly skilled United Nations interpreters is 

seen here in his booth over the General Assembly Hall 

during the 15th session of the Assembly. 

01 October 1960

United Nations, New York

I I . r I t ua l s  o F  re F u g e
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House of Greece
House of India

House of Japan

House of Iraq

House of Britain

House of Rome
House of Egypt

House of Turkey

House of Mexico

House of Nigeria

House of Australia

House of Canada

The Cluster | House of Nations

Cluster| Clasp | Ring

House of Greece

House of Canada

The Cluster | Contested Artefacts

In the spirit of refuge, the houses of nations provide for 
these contested artefacts from all over the world, a safe 
space. In doing so addressing political tensions between 
countries and inviting them for a conversation at a neutral 
ground (pangaea) to begin a discussion as to where they 
truly reside.
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Easter Island (Chile 
Special Territory)

Canada

Greece

The Hoa Hakananai’a statue

Kayung Totem pole

Parthenon Marbles

A Chilean island in the south-eastern Pacific 
Ocean. Easter Island is most famous for its 
nearly 1,000 extant monumental statues, 

called moai, created by the early Rapa Nui 
people. In 1995, UNESCO named Easter 
Island a World Heritage Site. Height: 2.42 

metres, Width: 96 centimetres, Diameter: 47 
centimetres

The Kayung totem pole is a 12-metre (39 
ft) totem pole made by the Haida people. 

Carved and originally located in the village of 
Kayung on Graham Island in British Columbia, 

Canada, it dates from around 1850.
Height: 12 metres (estimate)

The classical Greek sculptures on display 
at the British Museum were originally part 
of the Parthenon – a 2,500 year old temple 
dedicated to the Greek goddess Athena, in 

Greece.
75 m (246 ft)

The full Glossary of contested Objects is provided in Appendix VI.
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1

4

6

8

9
10

11
12

7

2

3

1. Restoration and Maintenance room
2. Service stair well
3. Domestic Lobby
4. All round glazed ground floor entrance
5. Void in ground 
6. Parthenon Friezes
7. Stair to Mezzanine
8. Foyer
9. Bathroom 
10. Study
11. Bedroom
12.Timber Husk

Cluster| Clasp | Ring

The Cluster | House of Greece
The house comprises of a concrete husk and a glass 

vitrine. The husk functions as the relatively private 
mezzanine where the delegate stays on a short term 

basis.  The vitrine acts as a walk in museum exhibition 
allowing public circulation, in order to see the highly 

influential Parthenon frieze. 
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1

3

7

4

5

6

13

8

9

10

11

12

14

2

1. Restoration and Maintenance room
2. Service stair well
3. Domestic Lobby
4. All round glazed ground floor 
entrance

5. Void in ground 
6. Parthenon Friezes
7. Stair to Mezzanine
8. Foyer

9. Bathroom 
10. Study
11. Bedroom
12.Timber Husk
13. Public Circulation
14. Private circulation

Above: View from steps to Parthenon exhibit
Left: Floor Plans for the house of Greece
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The Cluster | House of Canada

The house comprises of a thick concrete husk and a glass 
vitrine. Within the husk, tucked away are the living quarters 
for the keeper of the artefact. This brings the five floor tall 
vitrine to the forefront drawing the public in and around the 
totem pole.
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Left:  A view within the vitrine of the 
house of Canada. Viewers can walk up 
the stair slowly spiralling around the 

totem pole.
Right:  Section revealing the narrow 
living quarters in the comfort of the 
husk, and the open gallery/ vitrine.
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View Inside Clasp level 01

View Inside Clasp level 02

Cluster| Clasp | Ring

Clasp Section

The Clasp | House of Nations

Within the realm of refuge, the clasp assumes a role of 
an antechamber. The architecture ‘embraces’ the cluster. 
Assuming an anthropomorphic character, the clasp holds 
dear these contested and highly valuable objects within the 
safety of their individual houses. 

Wrapping | Clasp House of Nations
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The Lobby | Immigration

In chronology:
A gentle approach to the lobby upon disembarking the 
evacuation ship. 
The Immigration hall and document window.
The document process room. 
Acoustic battened timber wall, concrete floor extends into 
room for spatial continuity, interpretor booths. 

The architecture looks to make the newly arriving migrant 
immediately comfortable, a preliminary step taken in an 
effort to help transition from refugee to resident.

Sanatorium| Hospital | Lobby
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Sanatorium| Hospital | Lobby

Possibly the apex of the awareness of ‘refuge’ is 
communicated in the sanatorium. 

The building manifests as a bookend  to Pangaea, the 
sanatorium houses recently immigrated people  that 
require rest and extensive treatment  due to unique alien 
illnesses from foreign  lands.   The narrow pier building 
allows the careful holding of people safely in spaces  
away from the general population before they transition 
into the city. The part of the building closer to the city 
serves as an administrative immigration hall and hospital 
for immediate response to the  travelling ship and its 

passengers.  
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01: Staff Quarters
02: Domestic Gardens
03: Patient Cafeteria
04: Recreational Rooms
05: Sanatorium / Hospital corridor
06: Roof rest garden
07: Pier Gardens
08: Gentle walking ramp / corridor
09: Immigration Lobby

10: Gift shop/ Foreign exchange/ ticket booth
11: Public Cafateria
12: Sanatorium rooms
13: Sanatorium gardens
14: Postal corridor

Programmatic  Key

01

02

03

04

09

10 11

Plan A-A

05

06

07

08

12
13

14

07

Plan B-B
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0607

08

01

04

05

02

03

01: Immigration Lobby
02: Sanatorium Room balcony
03: Hospital building
04: Roof terrace
05: Sanatorium room
06: Water Caisson
07: Water Level
08: Approach to Hospital building

The Sanatorium | Revitalisation
An extension of the medical facilities aboard the evacuation 

ship,  the sanatorium harbors these  dislodged fragments 

in its cellular beam building.  The rooms hover below a 

conditioned wet landscape formed by the pier.  
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01

02

03

05

07

04

06

01: Pier Gardens | Landscape 01
02: Green wall sheltering from 

sun in summer

03: Shared terrace | Landscape 02
04: Sanataorium Rooms

05: Folding Timber Sky Light
06: Rest Roof Terrace | Landscape 

03
07: Medical Rest Beds
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01
02

03

04

05

06

07

08

01: Sanatorium Room
02: Bathroom
03: Private terrace
04: Studio Kitchen
05: Post Corridor
06: Shared Terrace | Landscape 02
07:Pier Gardens| Landscape 01
08: Ship Dry Dock
09: Stairs to Sanatorium Room
10: Gentle walk to Roof Terrace | 
Landscape 03

09

10

The Sanatorium | Revitalisation
Strategically extending out into the east river, the sanatorium 

wall holds within its confines comfort for the sick. Primarily 

aimed to be a space where if needed, a traveller can be 

quarantined before receiving a clean bill of health and 

transitioning to the city of New York.  The architecture breaks 

the negative connotations of quarantine and confinement 

and through a series of landscape proposals within the 

architecture , creating a new living experience.
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Kitchen Top

04
05

06

08

Storage Stair and Beds

01

09

02
03

01: Outdoor Terrace
02: Library Niche

03: Stairs to mezzanine
04: Bathroom

05: Corridor and access to post box
06: Vents for natural Ventilation 

07: Mezzanine  studio space
08: Kitchen

09: Wooden Shutters
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Apartments| Frontier | Refuge

Apartments | Frontier | Refuge
A cascade of stairs bring the immigrant to and fro the market 

and their apartments. They then walk within the crevasse in 

pangaea that flows under the buildings allowing people to rise 

straight into them from underneath. The buildings are made up 

of primarily 2 configurations of apartments, allowing alternate 

levels of entry. The apartments are a variety of one and two 

bedrooms.
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Apartments components

Sheltered under the apartments cantilevering above, 
the food stalls provide preliminary job opportunities to 
recent immigrants. This key frontier for pangaea with the 
city is immediately softened and citizen and immigrant 
engage in an economic and social exchange. Two pairs of 
westward facing towers house the newly arriving refugees 
within the comfort of Pangaea before they transition to 

the city on Manhattan.

Inspired by Steven Holl’s Fukuoka project, the apartments 
in Pangaea are envisioned as flexible  domestic spaces , 
the apartment are made up of moveable walls  to allow 
the rapid influx of people due to the volatile nature of 

immigration and global emergencies. 

Void Space/ Hinged Space Housing Fukuoka 
Japan. 1989-91 

Steven Holl
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Apartments | Frontier | Refuge
An immediate relationship with the city is created as the Food 

market punctuates the entry into the underbelly of Pangaea. A 

space of informality, social interactions, and new beginnings is 

unfolds for the newly arrived migrant.
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Pangaea  | Refuge | Respite
The research towers anchoring pangaea do not only provide 

a structural stability, but also play a pivotal role in offereing 

respite from the harsh climatic conditions as a result of global 

warming. The zones more permeable and accessed by the 

public are ventilated naturally through bespoke facade design, 

where as the more confined lab spaces have a ever lasting 

mechanical mean temperature. 

Anchors | Research Tower

Pangaea | Ventilation Cross Section
The Platform adopts natural 

ventilation strategies.

The Research Cisterns/ Resovoirs of  

water provide passive cooling in times 

of excess heat. 

Regular structural stair wells open 

to the elements act as exhaust vents 

flushing out excess heat that would 

collect atop the metal deck.

Perforations within the deck as well as 

opened ends allow cross ventilation of 

air providing comfort in the research 

spaces within.
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U
P

36
37

38
39

41

Copper Screen. Light diffusing afternoon light

Anchors | Research Tower

Left: Render of cafateria space within 
research towers open to the public. A 

median where researchers and citizens 
interact.

Below: Floor plan of typical cafateria 
in the research tower. Lowest level of 

confinement. 

Cafeteria floor plan | Research tower
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01

03

04

05

02

01 Window Composition
Steel encased double glazing. 
Breathable steel grill allowing for natural ventilation 
Automatic Weather proof Awning controlled by central 
thermostat

02 Wall Composition
400 mm exposed concrete
140 mm thermal insulation with vertical battens
Vapour barrier
50mm thermal insulation with horizontal battens 
supporting 50 mm Pre-cast concrete tiles or in-situ 
furniture     
       

03 Ceiling Composition
250 mm Concrete slab
Profile for suspensions anchored in reinforced concrete 
ceiling

Suspension cable anchored from Halfen channel 
Precast concrete Slab with groves for acoustic 
performance in cafeteria seating ceiling 

04 Floor Composition
15 mm Epoxy resin finished floor
80 mm cement screed
Polythene separating layer
80mm thermal insulation
3.5mm moisture barrier
Concrete Slab

04 Ventilation Strategy [ Natural/ Free-flowing]
Providing respite from the conditions, naturally ventilated 
grills inset within window frame at both top and bottom 
extents. Making up the 20% open-able facade area for 
thermal comfort. Remote controlled awnings may drop 
down in need for encasement of ventilation grill. 

Deep glazing. 
P unc t u r i n g 
depth of wall

Concrete finish WallCopper Screen. Light 
diffusing afternoon light
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I I I . th e  wo r k s h o p

[Working Agencies]

Much like the way the United Nations is comprised 
of several key organs world wide, such as the General 
Assembly, the Security Council, and the International 
Court of Justice, in this final chapter, Pangaea assumes the 
role of a host to a myriad of newly proposed workshops all 

together summing up Harrisson’s workshop (ii).

In the spirit of the original idealist view by Wallace 
Harrison of the UN seen as a ‘workshop for peace’, the 
collection of these architectures take a step forward 
compared to their UN compatriots in earnestly assuming 

a more active role in tackling world issues. 

The architecture is uniquely operative, looking to bridge 
the gap between resolution and response. A direct model 
for this may be seen in the research towers that anchor 
Pangaea. With no exception to the other pieces docked in 
Pangea, they each embody a working philosophy striving 

for socio-political and ecological changes. 
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That of the city [Macro]

Based on a model designed by the United Nations 

Board of Design Consultants, this drawing, by Hugh 

Ferriss, is part of an exhibition held at Flushing 

Meadows for delegates to the Second Session of the 

United Nations General Assembly

I I I . th e  wo r k s h o p
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Pangaea | Harisson’s Workshops

1. Revealing the topography under the deck, we see the 
houses of contested objects operating as a workshop for 
cultural agency. This level also reveals the scars in the 
earth that hold the water released from bilge tanks of the 
evacuation ships. This water coming from international 

territories is researched.

2. With the punctured deck lifted off we see its relation 
to the repelling sanatorium building which operates 
as a socially responsible workshop mediating health 
of its  city’s citizens. It also reveals the moments where 
the topography has  been pierced, allowing a structural 
logic that permits it to hover the ground. In the distance, 
the witness room provides a workshop for political and 

scientific arbitration. 

3. The clasp and ring frame the workshop for cultural 
agency that is the houses of nations. Providing a buffer 

space for citizens and the debate that awaits. 

4. The apartment towers are an extension of the realm of  
social responsibility and immigration. Migrants exist in 
the confines of Manhattan and Pangaea at the same time. 
The act of living and working is a workshop for social 

interactions.

5. A model for ecological research and testament to the 
immediacy required regarding environmental agency, 
the research towers anchor pangaea to its Manhattan 

topography. 
 

01

02

03

04

05
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Workshops for 

Dry Docks

Social responsibility 

[ Health agency]

Social responsibility 

[ Health agency]

Social responsibility 

[ Domestic agency]

Political and cultural arbitration

[ Cultural agency]

Political and cultural arbitration

[ Cultural agency]

Political and cultural arbitration

[ Cultural agency]

Social responsibility 

[ Ecological agency]

Section A - A 

Political and scientific arbitration

[ Cultural agency]

Research towers

[ Ecological agency]

Crust Laboratories

[ Ecological agency]

Pangaea | Harrisson’s Workshop

Section B - B

B 

B 

A A
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Biological Sciences| 
Immunology and Infection

Land surface Dynamics | Earth 
Resource Centre

Molecular Plant Sciences | 
Plant Research Centre

Ocean and Geosciences | Tidal Research

Environmental Engineering 
| Agriculture and Water 

Sanitisation

Ecological Agency | Research Tower
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Biological Sciences 
Immunology and Infection

Land surface Dynamics | Earth Resource 
Centre

Molecular Plant Sciences | Plant Research 
Centre

Inside the Crust | Pangaea
The snipping of plant leaves, the grinding of mineral salts, 

the whirling of water in the wave simulation tanks and 

the occasional closing of heavily insulated doors from the 

immunisation lab create an atmosphere of a highly active crust 

within pangaea.  The laboratories all endeavour to pose an 

active response to the ecological battles we face. 

Ocean and Geosciences 
| Tidal Research Environmental Engineering | 

Agriculture and Water Sanitisation
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Laboratory Controlled Distilled 

water to wash bottles in order to 

sanitise immunisation test-tubes 

after use

Biological Sciences 
Immunology and Infection

Land surface Dynamics | Earth Resource 
Centre

Molecular Plant Sciences | Plant Research 
Centre

Ocean and Geosciences 
| Tidal Research

Water is washed through soils with traces of rare 

rocks. A process of ‘Wet Sifting’ is carried out in 

order to sort and search for the desired result

Water here is used for irrigation. Rain water 

harvesting from the cracks in Pangaea’s crust

Tidal tanks mimic real world 

scenarios of tidal waves through 

remote electronic control

Environmental Engineering | 
Agriculture and Water Sanitisation

Water tanks form a source of aqua culture while 

the study of the health and quality of the plants 

provides insights into water sanitisation research

Inside the Crust | Pangaea
The presence of water in each research facility is unparalleled. 

A comment on the scarcity of fresh water in the future, the 

architecture looks to utilise water now, as a core facilitator in 

the work against climate degradation. 
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I I I . wo r k s h o p

The Security Council chamber of the new permanent 

Headquarters of the United Nations as it looks in 

July 1951.

That of pangaea [Micro]
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Above:  A view of the Quiet Room of the Security Council Chamber, 

an area where Council members discuss issues in private. The room is 

adjacent to the main Security Council chamber.

Below: A view of The Human Rights and Alliance of Civilizations Room

Micro Architecture | Harisson’s Workshops

Manhattan

In Paris, there is a street;

in that street there is a house;

in that house there is a staircase; on that staircase, there is a room; in that room, 

there is a table;

on that table, there is a cloth; on that cloth, there is a cage; in that cage, there is a 

nest; in that nest, there is an egg; in that egg, there is a bird.

The bird knocked the egg over; the egg knocked the nest over; the nest knocked the 

cage over; the cage knocked the cloth over; the cloth knocked the table over; the 

table knocked the room over;

the room knocked the staircase over; the staircase knocked the house over; the house 

knocked the street over;

the street knocked the town of Paris over.

Manhattan

Adapted from a children’s song from Les Deux-Sèvres (Paul Eluard, Poésie 

involontaire et poésie intentionelle)

as reproduced in Georges Perec, Species of Spaces and Other Places

Drawing from Manhattan in a similar logic, we see the 
material, structural and environmental elaboration of the 
architectural thesis fluctuate between scales of the city 

and scales of the room. 

Applying this train of thought, that within New York lies 
the island territory of Manhattan, within which exists an 
extensive world organisation such as the United Nations, 
which theoretically is an amalgamation of various  key 
organs, of which a number exist in the Manhattan 
headquarters. These organs are further split into key 
buildings such as the General Assembly Hall and lastly, 

within these buildings there exists a chamber/room. 

It is with this rationale that the architecture of Harrisson’s 
workshop (ii) manifests as a set of rooms. A constant shift 
in scales into and out the room allowed an influence onto 

the larger scale (such as world climate change).
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01

02

03

04

The Projected Room | Harisson’s Workshops

The projected room is a unique moment within Pangaea. 
Here, a vertical section through the crust and the towers 
reveals not only the composition of the crust of Pangaea,  
but also the structural logic that allows the laboratories 
to hover like skirts within the crust, which as a whole is 

supported by the thick concrete husks of the tower. 

In addition, here we see the ergonomics of the programme, 
the conditioning of the environment, the treatment 
of materials, the acoustics of the lab spaces and the 
conditioning of the facade as it climbs the tower to an 

increasing level of confinement. 

The western facade is screened with an unfurling 
perforated corten steel skin which, as it climbs up the 
concrete walls, optimizes the degree to which sunlight is 
experienced within the spaces. Having a public cafeteria 
directly below a more research oriented herbarium meant 
for varying strategies of acoustic, daylight and comfort 

control.

The ‘Plant Room’ held within the crust plays an 
intermediary role between research and raw material. 
Raised from the utilitarian ground beneath, plants from 
all over the world are delivered to this space where they 
undergo their preliminary screening. Components such 
as water pipes  (irrigation), artificial lights and working 
tables aid in the continuous working of this space. 
Carefully puntured within the crust,  skylights funnel 

light into this space. 

The projected room is a moment within the thesis that as 
a space, best reveals the key engagement with the overall 

thesis programme.  

Projected Room | Research Tower
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01

02

03

04

01. Herbarium Floor. 
The first of the more restrictive research oriented floors, the entire 
level would be mechanically ventilated to allow a median temperature, 
ideal for the maintenance of the plant species stored in the herbarium.  
Cork flooring and a soft concrete ceiling allows silence to be maintained. 

02. Cafeteria Floor
The only publicly accessible floor in the research tower allows large 
windows and natural ventilation to condition the space. The perforations 
in the facade are larger allowing more light through into the space. A 
comfortable space is designed for the mingling of researchers and non 

researchers alike.

03. Crust level
The tower’s thick cast walls, puncture through the crust and embedd 
themselves deep in the geology of Manhattan. In doing so the crust 
is taught against the tower and can hover over corbel supporting 

structure branching of the concrete walls.

04. Plant Room 
Structurally independent to the crust, the plant room stands on stilts 
attaching it to the bedrock of Manhattan. Carefully placed like a precious 
exhibit within a glass vitrine in a museum, the plant room is safely 
cradled by the crust. Here research into endangered species is carried 

out before the plant is processed and taken up into the Herbarium.
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01 Window Composition

Steel encased double glazing. 

1600 mm high windows positioned at study table height

 Copper sill finish

400mm Concrete outer sill

       Copper casing for aluminium frames seemingly 

continuous from exterior cladding

02 Wall Composition

400 mm exposed concrete

140 mm thermal insulation with vertical battens

Vapour barrier

50mm thermal insulation with horizontal battens supporting 

50 mm Pre-cast concrete tiles or in-situ furniture     

       

03 Copper Floor Composition

Standing seam copper sheeted flooring

Under carriage and Aluminium clip

Sheathing material composite honeycomb panel

3.5mm moisture barrier

Polythene moisture separating layer

80mm thermal insulation

Concrete Slab

04 Cork Floor Composition

Acrylic varnished finish 

Tougher Cork upper layer

Bond Coat

Acoustic performance cork underlay 

Vapour barrier

Concrete slab

05 Copper Facade

Perforated custom folded horizontal copper siding

Transverse seams at regular intervals

Clicking cleats

Research Tower | Second Floor
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01
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01 Window Composition

02 Wall Composition

     

       03 Copper Floor 

Composition

04 Cork Floor Composition

05 Copper Facade

1:50 Detail

Facade | Research Herbarium Level 
The facade regulates light to make sure the herbarium recieves low 

amounts of direct light with the majority being softer light and no light 
allowing for a more conducive research space.

View of Research  Table
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01 Window Composition
Steel encased double glazing. 

02 Wall Composition
400 mm exposed concrete

140 mm thermal insulation with vertical battens
Vapour barrier

50mm thermal insulation with horizontal battens 
supporting 50 mm Pre-cast concrete tiles or in-situ 

furniture     
       

03 Ceiling Composition
250 mm profiled Concrete slab as per specification 

with gaps to insert unique panelling
Profile for suspensions anchored in reinforced 

concrete ceiling

Suspension cable anchored from Halfen channel 
Alternating carbon glass panels above table and 

acoustic panels  further back.
Recessed  cold cathode lighting 

04 Floor Composition
Glossy Varnished Standing seam copper sheeted 

flooring
Under carriage and Aluminium clip

Sheathing material composite honeycomb panel
3.5mm moisture barrier

Polythene moisture separating layer
80mm thermal insulation

Concrete Slab

05  Ventilation Strategy [Rigid]
Concealed  fixtures within borders of the 
room introduce fresh air through a shadow gap. 
Mechanically regulated air is monitored and kept at 

a regular temperature.
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01 Window Composition
Steel encased double glazing. 

Breathable steel grill allowing for natural ventilation 
Automatic Weather proof Awning controlled by 

central thermostat

02 Perforated Copper facade

03 Aluminium channel 
Mounted on primary steel structure

04 Steel Structure
 100mm  square hollow section mounted on halfen 

chanel 

05 Halfen Chanel
Cast in place Halfen channel into concrete slab  to 
receive metal substructure and perforated horizontal 

siding cladding. 
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Atmospheric Sketch

Solid concrete wall Neutral facade for 
study space

Light softening copper screen.

View into the Herbarium research floor
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01
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01 Window Composition
Steel encased double glazing. 

Breathable steel grill allowing for natural ventilation 
Automatic Weather proof Awning controlled by 

central thermostat

02 Perforated Copper facade

03 Aluminium channel 
Mounted on primary steel structure

04 Steel Structure
 100mm  square hollow section mounted on halfen 

chanel 

05 Halfen Chanel
Cast in place Halfen channel into concrete slab  to 
receive metal substructure and perforated horizontal 

siding cladding. 
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Within the Oceanography Workshop researching the worlds seas.
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Market | Apartments | Domestic AgencyMarket | Domestic agency
The Market facing second avenue generates a active 
landscape at the entry of Pangaea.  Citizens make their 
first interaction at the food market with recently arrived 
migrants. This process is developmental for the travellers 
regarding language and general culture. In addition, a chance 
to work and  develop independence before transitioning into 
Manhattan is offered to the now resident of Pangaea. For 
the citizen, through food they form connections with new 
localities that are hundreds of miles away. 

01 - Market Seating
02 - Market Kitchens
03 - Pangaea Resident’s apartments (above)
04 - Series of Ramps into Pangaea
05 - Pedestrian ramp from 2nd Street
06 - Stairs for additional Seating
07 - Indoor Food Hall

01

02
03

04

05

06

07
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Cultural Agency | Clasp | Cluster

One of numerous public plees for the return of the 
‘stolen’ artefacts

Clasp | Cluster

Cultural Agency

With the house of nations bringing 
the worlds contested objects to the 
neutrality  of the United Nations 
compound sparks conversation whether 
this may be a place to have them for the 
long term or not.

Uniquely, the extra territorial status 
normally attributed with embassies 
means that the compound is in control 

of the united nations. Compared to an 
embassy, which would be one company, 
metaphorically speaking, it means the 193 
member states own and share this land. 
That further means that the countries 
owing reparations own this land too and 

thus in a bizare way, the objects are in 
their posession. 

However this is only the beginning of 
the conversation. The situating of these 
objects here within pangaea, and way 
from the museums in which they have 
been exhibited is only the first step 
Pangaea enacts toward a cultural agency 
that it is obliged toward. 
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Sanatorium | Social Responsibility | Health Agency

Sanatorium | Social Responsibility | Health Agency

In the context of Harrisson’s workshops, the sanatorium plays a more passive and long term role.  
Involved with a rehabilitation programme for the sick, the architecture of the building attempts 
to  make the feeling of quarantine comfortable as well as regenerative. Required walks for fresh 
air are met with a specifically conditioned pier landscape. Reading spaces are created as landscape 
drawers punched into the cellular beam building.  The rest terraces make it possible for patients 
to experience the sun laying down on a medical bed.  The building continues to respond to local 
conditions, constantly breathing through wooden louvres like gills allowing the prevailing wind 
from the east river to blow through cleansing the stifled air associated with medical dorms.

Landscape  03 | Roof Terrace

Landscape 02 | Breakout Drawers Landscape 02/01 | View of Pier Landscape from Drawer
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Left:  Walk to Roof terrace. Gentle ramp/ 
stair allows adequate rest to be taken if 
needed. In the event of rain, this space can 
be used for patients to walk/ exercise

Right: Double height room. Pleasent view 
out to the river and pier gardens.  A 
ventilating folding wooden curtain allows 
fresh air in. 
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Witness Room | Eco-Political Agency

The Witness Room | An Eco- Political Agency

Covid - 19. This unprecedented pandemic sweeping 
the earth at the moment has called for some equally 
unprecedented responses from world governments. In 
tandem with lead bio - researchers, leaders of countries 
all over the world have had to impose strict restrictions 

on their citizens. 

However, this has not transitioned as smoothly as we 
would like to believe. A large number of world leaders did 
not heed the mandated advice from leaders in the field of 
infectious disease and as a result deaths from this virus sky 
rocketed. The world is  currently shook by this devastating  
effect the natural world has dispensed on the human race. 

Learning from this pandemic, moving forward in a volatile 
world regarding natural conditions, the link between the 
research field and politicians cannot be as disconnected 
as it is now. Pangaea offers a fragment of its investigative 
architecture back to the United nations in a final move. 

The Witness room, is a space where researchers, scientists 
and experts in the field can meet and talk to world leaders 
eye to eye. It is envisioned, that due to the intimate nature 
of the architecture, world leaders would have a meal, with 
a small collection of people may discussing possibilities 
of changes in policy to reflect actual trajectories of 
issues such as climate change. Separate from the general 
assembly, the witness room provides an opportunity for a 

more personal and private conversation.

A Frustrated Dr Anthony Fauci amidst the response by the American 
government during the current Coronavirus Pandemic
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Above: Route to Witness room.
A bridge that allows moments of rest within its 
walls, rises to the level of the General Assembly 
balcony. Stretching from Pangaea, the armature 

holds this displaced piece in place within the UN.

Right: Kink in bridge unhinges the piece of 
pangaea from the UN. The witness room is 

neither that of pangaea nor that of the UN. It is 
somewhere in-between, and that is what makes it 

the best place for arbitration.
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01: UN General Assembly Hall

02: Witness Room

03: Perforated Sliding Panels
When in session the rooms panels would slide like a curtain. 

Clear to the general assembly a meeting is in progress, the 

theatricality of the space draws leaders to the room.

04: Continuing floor from UN General Assembly

An extension of the green carpet from the UN General 

assembly. Ending with a brass transition strip, the person 

steps onto polished concrete. A new surface where 

researcher and delegate are equal.

05: Steps down to a new floor. Neutral floor

06: Acoustic Panels
Acoustic panels, an acoustic wall and an acoustic ceiling, 

work in tandem to make sure the room is quiet. neither 

disturbing the General assembly nor being disturbed. 

07: Dining Table

08: Acoustic Timber Ceiling

01

02

03

04

06

05

07

08
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View from podium looking at the General Assembly 
balcony and Witness Room
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Iv. re F l e c t I n g

[An Architectural Language]

This final chapter unravels a commentary on the 
collective work produced during the two year studio, 
culminating with Harrisson’s workshop (ii) as a proposal 

for  Manhattan. 

Based in the foundation of its architecture, the workshop 
was born from an equally active enactment of creation 
and making ingrained in the studio culture. Rooted at the 
very heart of the architecture, is the ideology of drawing 
to be used as a process of enquiry and invention. Drawing 
in this instance alludes to a both physical and digital 

production of media .

Through the mining of the already introduced Archimera  
[a magical realist cartographic configuration of Manhattan] 
came to the forefront both a broadening of research as 
well as the beginnings of a distinct architectural language, 
attributed with unique characteristics established in the 

studio culture.

These architectural characteristics, all described 
linguistically as an active verb is a fitting testament to 
the final creation of a workshop. These versatile tools of 
architecture thus hinted toward a material, structural 
and typological response and it was in the combination 
of their qualities where unique spaces within Harrisson’s 

workshop (ii) were created.  
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The Active Verbs Architectures

Investigation : Architecture typologically associated with 
rigorous research but also suggesting a geologic uncovering 

and unearthing of previous groundwork.

Slicing : Precise cuts made along a surface to either raise 
or depress canopies in order to strategically direct light. 

Ossifying : The fusing together of elements to create a 
stronger result. Cast members of varying thicknesses to 

create spaces of safety and robust against the elements.

Unravelling : Fluid and continuous movements insinuating 
an unpacking of an element. Useable as an experiential 
tool  to allow slow but strategically planned movement 

along a path being unpacked.

Prior to engaging directly with the architectural 
connotations of these tools, it is important to delve back 
into Archimera. The cartography of Archimera hints 

toward the early use of these  nascent tools of practice.

It was through a indepth research following a site visit 
to New York that the initial formings of the first pass of 
Archimera began to emerge. At that stage research was 
still on an individual basis however Archimera was a 

collective cartographic investigation.

In an attempt to extract information to a higher degree of 
resolution, a methodology of precise sectional cuts were 
employed. Scars made in the geology of Manhattan to 

uncover unique moments along this slice.

Completely unique by itself, these singular lines of inquiry 
were placed against each other to bridge proximities and 
begin tocreate this magical real cartographic expression 
that is Pangaea. In the process these slices; refered to as 
‘ribs’ begin to ossify, teeming with diverse unconformities.

 Lastly, using drawing as a process of inquiry, these ossified 
ribs began to unravel with narrative. 

This process of enquiry should not be seen as one of 
chronology. Instead if looked at as a whole, as one tool,  

[Investigate | Slice | Ossify | Unravel]

then it begins to seem impossible to leave out one and 
together begin to form a singular architectural language.
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Investigation | Device 
Envisioned as a research and archival tool box 

for the curious. The device records and archives 
photos and measurements of the growing lichen 

on tree barks by the Edinburgh meadows. A similar 
relationship of archiving and research of natural 
phenomenons is seen in the research towers of 

Pangaea but at an urban scale.

Investigation | Archimera | Device
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Investigation | Archimera  
Investigation | Archimera

Far Left:   A drawing of 38th street to 46th street    
which has already undergone a number of screenings 

in the itterative drawing method of investigation | 
Slicing | Ossifying | Unravelling.

Left: A raw drawing of midtown to lower Manhattan 
tracking the pathways during the fur trade with New 
Amsterdam. Only passed the investigative screening 

. Still to undergo the drawing processes of slicing, 
ossifying and unravelling.
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Investigation | Device | Film  
Much like  G. W Blitzer’s exploration of light from a 

neighbouring carriage onto the main train, in the 1905 film  ‘New 
York Subway’; Film becomes an investigative tool in the practice 

of my work. 
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Investigation| Film  
The progression of space in animation rather than 
perspectival sections or traditional drawing allowed a more 

immersive experience as well as give a true rendering of 
spatial proportion.

Route from Laboratory of Oceanography to Plant Sciences.

Investigation | Pangaea
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 Environmental Engineering | Agriculture and Water Sanitisation Laboratory

Biological Sciences| Immunology and Infection Laboratory

Land surface Dynamics | Earth Resource Centre Laboratory

Investigation | Space  
Investigation poses not only as a tool but a typological 

manifestation in the workshops of Pangaea. Each workshop is 
associated with research in a specific stream of the geo-sciences. 

Research floor | Herbarium

Investigation | Pangaea
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Slicing | Archimera | Plane Table
Upon introducing the ribs of the Plane table 

to the grid of  Manhattan , the geology of 
the city underwent a slicing, tilling  and 

overturning. The city was split into 11 stips 
along its streets. In applying the above 

motions born of the plane table, stories 
situated at one end of the rib were brought 

in close proximity to others in completely 
opposite geographic locations.

Opposite Left: Based on the construction 
of the Onrust. The ship created from the 

remains of the Tyger.

Left:  Plane Table,  against the field Model, 
basis of Archimera.

Slicing | Archimera

Rishabh Shah | Norman Villeroux | Marina Soldova | Antonio Wong 
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Slicing | Pangaea

Slicing | Light
Slices within the crust of pangaea operate as thermal comfort 

relief. Slicing is attributed with light and ventilation. The 
depressed cuts create light funnels, pulling light from a higher 
surface into deeper spaces. In addition, perforations [micro 

slices] in the steel deck, allow for thermal comfort within the 
crust 

Above: Light funnel due to slice above plant research Laboratory
Left: A slice in the timber roof pulling light from the terrace into 

the deep rest drawers. 
Right: Slices in the crust of Pangaea into the lab of oceanography 

to light it  naturally.
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Rishabh Shah | Norman Villeroux | Marina Soldova | Antonio Wong 

Investigation | Slicing | Ossification | Unraveling  | Exhibition
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Ossifying | Archimera 
A ossified Rib.

This  ‘Rib’ comprised of 34th street - 42nd street,  
brings the stories of penn station in the west and 
the east river together.  A proximity that did not 

exist prior to this. This begins an investigation into 
belmont island in the east river.

Ossifying | Archimera

Rishabh Shah | Norman Villeroux | Marina Soldova | Antonio Wong 
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Ossifying | Exhibition

Ossifying | Cast
Within the studio culture of making. The Gnomon, envisioned 

as a furniture like architecture that would exist in Pangaea 
assumes this ossified characteristic. Cast in concrete , the 

gnomon holds a screen displaying information.  An identical 
function to one it would perform within the cafaterias of the 

research towers in Pangaea.

Ossifying | Exhibition
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Ossifying | Pangaea

Above: Ossified walls provide required stability for receiving 
hanging corten steel facade

Right: Ossified Apartment walls narrow and pierce the geology 
of the land..

Ossifying | Cast
Following a structural logic of anchoring, walls within pangaea 

appear to have ossified into thick cast volumes. These cast 
volumes allow lighter more fragile elements hinge of them, like 

the cladding on the apartment towers.
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Unravelling | Archimera 
Plane table (ii) comprises of 2 meter prints of 

Archimera.   The prints bear testament to drawing 
as a process of enquiry and invention in the physical 

mining of Archimera.  

Unravelling | Archimera | Film 

The enactment of enquiry. The 
Plane table (ii) is performative. 
Tilling the paper topography of 

Archimera in order to draw out the 
architectural language was physical 

rather than metaphorical.

Unraveling | Archimera

Rishabh Shah | Norman Villeroux | Marina Soldova | Antonio Wong 
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Unravelling | Ramp
The Ramp around the houses of contested objects gradually 

rises with low handrails. This allows unobstructed views of the 
artefacts and through apertures. People begin to form opinions 

with this new proximity to the worlds most sacred pieces.  
A unique moment, much like in the tilling, over turning and 

unravelling of Manhattan’s Ribs.

Above:  Archimera Unravelled

Right: Ramp slowly exposing the architecture of 
the Clasp and Cluster within Pangaea

Unraveling | Pangaea
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Drawing | Mining | Archimera 
Plane table (ii) provides the opportunity to draw 

by hand over the 2 meter prints of Archimera.  
This the ruffles the paper landscape of Archimera. 
This iterative process led to the formation of my 

architectural language outlined earlier.

Unraveling| Drawing Out | Archimera

Above:  Iterative drawing process, drawing out 
an architectural language of  investigation, slicing, 

ossification and unravelling.  
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Investigation | Slicing | Ossifying| Unraveling| Drawing Out | Archimera

Rishabh Shah

Harrisson’s Workshop | Archimera
This itterative conceptual drawing method  continued to 

fluorish through the process of repetition and film making.  As 
this research based drawing method, crossed paths with the 

politically sensitive topic of the United Nation’s role in the 
21st century, an interest brewed in a socially, politically and 

environmentally responsible architectural response. Harrisson’s 
workshop is firmly based on the ethos of investigating making 
and doing. Embedded in the geology of Manhattan, Harrisson’s 

workshop is but merely a comment on the attitude world 
governments must take in order to mitigate future natural 
calamities.   The architecture of Harrisson’s workshop is a 

call for mobilisation and stands testament to the hard work 
required to get there. 
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•Island Territories
 A clearly identifiable moment within the overall grain of a city, site or proposal 
where an experiential shift occurs – a moment when a specific theme or concern 

becomes exaggerated beyond all others.

•Time: 
Islands are chronological traps, embedded within their landscapes are the 
names, lives and works of their past inhabitants. The cultural language of islands, 
while vivid, is easily misunderstood or rendered meaningless when ensnared or 

reanimated solely for the pleasure of travellers.

•Scale: 
Islands are places of colonization, refuge, retreat, exile and incarceration. 
Whether by intent, accident or force the island becomes a place of estrangement 
for those that land there. As mainlanders, we are constantly measuring the 
island by increments, scales and factors of difference – limits of resource, 
cultural hybridization, strategic positioning, economy of trade, micro-climatic 
conditions. Everything seems to be effected and affected by insularity in one 
way or another. Like Gulliver, we find ourselves operating at an unfamiliar scale, 

another form of ‘sensorial organization’.

•Landscape: 
In his essay Scapeland (1989) Jean-François Lyotard suggests that:

‘there would appear to be a landscape whenever the mind is transported 
from one sensible matter to another, but retains the sensorial organization 
appropriate to the first, or at least a memory of it. The earth seen from the 
moon for a terrestrial, the countryside for the townsman; the city for a farmer. 
ESTRANGEMENT (dépaysment) would appear to be a precondition for 

landscape.’

•Garden: 
A garden is a landscape in the form of a room. Conventionally, this is an exterior 
room but in an architectural context it could be deep within a buildings interior. 
It is a core sample of a far greater set of landscape concerns, a metonymic 

fragment of a Scapeland.

•Topography: 
A spatial articulation of landscape. Within an architectural context, a 
topography could be thought of as a landscape of spaces, articulated in section 
as well as plan. It is an underlying spatial structure and hierarchy. It suggests 

flow, a movement through an architectural terrain.

ap p e n d I x  I
Glossary of Terms

•Device : 
Unlike ‘machine’, the word ‘device’ suggests a more intimate scale. To be ‘left 
to your own devices’ means that you are given a freedom to do your own thing. 
It is intimate and it is personal. To create a device in this context is therefore a 
form of introduction, a declaration of self. A Device is crafted and ingenious, it 
has impact, it has wit, it ‘effects’ and ‘affects’, it is personal – it is your emblem. 

It is potently strange.

•Plane Table : 
The Plane Table lacks the precision of its counterpart, the theodolite which 
undertakes the survey in the numerical form of measurements and coordinates. 
It is this empirical abstraction that sets the two surveying processes apart. A 

survey developed through the use of a Plane Table develops the first
 

draft of a map in the field. It evolves through a direct engagement with a process 
of drawing. Whilst being more accurate, a survey undertaken with the use of a 
theodolite delays the process of graphic engagement until the recordings have 
been returned to the drawing office. A map developed upon the surface of a 
Plane Table, on the other hand, emerges live during the moment of observation. 
It bypasses many of the requirements of empirical measurement and, instead, 
relies more directly, more bodily, on looking as a performative, intentional act 

where something is produced, created, through the act of observation itself.

•Field: 
at its most earthy, Field is used to describe the cultivated skin of the planet. 
It is fertile, yet its productivity is best achieved through a process of constant 
working – tilling, furrowing, rotating, aerating and compacting. This is a process 
that yields what is intended – the crop or harvest - but can also disinter the 
unexpected - an archaeology of finds or a forgotten corpse. It is a crafted form 
of representation that seeks to reveal the urban, spatial, programmatic, material 
and tectonic potential of territories. It draws heavily on research bringing it 
directly into contact with the multifarious spatial, historical and cultural layers 

of the territory.

•Locks: 
a micro-urbanism that engages tightly within the grain of the identified 
territory and performs and negotiates a material, spatial shift between one 
experiential condition and another. This could equally operate at the scale of 
the city or at the scale of a small architectural detail. The Lock is embedded, 
it is set, it is housed, it is engaged with something other than itself. The Lock 
is inextricably linked to context but it does not merely emulate or mimic – it 

negotiates. Duplicate
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ap p e n d I x  I
Glossary of Terms

•Gate: 
Gates are moments of extraordinary architectural intensity that go beyond the 
pragmatic concerns of function and programme. They are thresholds that allow 
a transition from the spatial and sensorial orders of the outside, public domain 
toward a new arrangement of spatial and environmental conditioning. They 
don’t just allow access to something new, they prepare us for something new. 
The traditional gatehouse of a country estate or school often presents itself to us 
as an elaborate, complexly detailed, architecture whose fenestrations, and reliefs 
far outweigh the humble programme of gardener or janitor’s dwelling. Their 
primary role is to introduce us to something much larger, something that is 
presently concealed from view. The Gate transforms us, it prepares us, it allows 
us to move from one condition to another without jarring. A gate, therefore, 

often slows us down and prolongs the moment of ingress.

•Projected Room: 
a ‘room’ identified for its key engagement within the overall thesis programmatic. 
This does not necessarily mean that it is the largest space or the grandest space 
rather, it is a space where the form, materiality and environmental conditioning 
is most exacting. So, for example, such a space might not be the full archive of 
a library but instead, the room where the special collection manuscripts can be 
read and preserved. Here the ergonomics of the programme, the conditioning of 
the environment, the acoustics, the lighting the methods of protection against 
fire are at their most exacting, the most precise and indeed, the most different 

to the conditions outside the building.

•Animate Space: 
a continuous and carefully choreographed pan through a mise en scène where 
each surface, each detail is meticulously formed and considered. So, our close 
examination of our architecture will not be the simple slicing of a static object. 

Instead, it will draw out the animate, experiential movement through space.

•Gnomon:
 A gnomon is the angular spike or fin that casts a shadow onto the calibrations of 
a sundial. It is simple yet it is often exquisitely crafted from resilient stable cast or 
worked materials. Although simple, it does an extraordinary thing, it transposes 
“the perceived regularity of the heavenly motions onto the human world” – it 
scales unimaginable forces and distances onto the surface of the ground, wall 
or plinth, surfaces that we can walk upon or touch. As a consequence, it is 
often used as a metonymic device – something small that embodies something 
extraordinary. It is this aspect of the gnomon that we place emphasis on here - 
not its common form or materiality but its ability to embody and act out things 
that are far greater, more complex and mysterious than itself. The way it can cast 

the intangible world onto the surfaces of the space we physically occupy.

•Moves: 
embed, inset, cast, occupy, frame, screen, underpin, brace, bore, hold, embrace, 
cut, slice, lean, balance, reach, weigh, excavate, drift, anchor, trap, scratch, 
fold, calibrate, scale, re-scale, flow, amplify, lock, puncture, scatter, dock, 
slip, compress, suspend, weave, sift, unground, survey, stamp, cleave, shift, 
cluster, distribute, bind, seep, counterweight, snare, project, striate, stretch, 
plug, squeeze, refigure, iterate, condense, lodge, excavate, overlay, materialise, 
animate, collect, incise, hinge, traverse, coil, perambulate, recode, recalibrate, 
graft, displace, resediment, interleave, edit, ossify, pleat, excise, orientate, 
laminate, deposit, pin, erode, weather, register, scan, score, oscillate, fluctuate, 

ruffle, nestle, warp, disfigure,
 

contaminate, articulate, contour, clog, pattern, bunch, gather, huddle, pivot, 
tune, reverberate, enclose, encrust, shift, tilt, turn, settle … …

•Thesis:
 the root of the word relates not only to the product: ‘the proposition’ but to the 
activity of its contextualisation: to put, to place. Here context would refer not 
only to the physical make up of a site but also, the political, social, theoretical, 
conceptual, mythological, technical, environmental, poetic and spatial potential 

of the ground ‘uncovered’ by the project’s personal research.

•Key: 
a device for reading the city as map, guide, surveying tool.

•Studio: 
the studio can be seen as a laboratory in that it immediately spatialises and 
materialises the work. In so doing it reveals, openings out and ‘uncovers’ new 
and unexpected relationships between the various elements of the work that cut 
across the boundaries of geography, classification, scale, motive and meaning. 
Any development of the work within this context will not only have to respond 
to the scale, materiality and tectonic language of work already introduced but 
also the physical presence of the work of others in proximity. In this sense the 
studio becomes an ‘other’ site, another ‘Island Territory’ that operates in parallel 

to the identified territories of Manhattan.

•Articulation: 
the depiction of the thesis in terms of its scale in relation to the city, its 
spatial morphology, its programmatic content, its material, structural 
and constructional language and its response to the specific climatic and 

environmental condition of its context.
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•Exhibition: 
here craft should not only be seen as a reference to the care and precision 
evident in the fabrication and making of the work - be it drawn, modeled or 
constructed. The craft of an exhibition is also concerned with the strategies 
employed in the spatial structuring of one piece of work in relation to another. 
Whilst at times an exhibition is crafted to reveal intended associations and the 
rational evolution of ideas; more often associations are discovered and ideas 
evolve through the crafted interplay of the work explored in the exhibition 

preparation itself.

•Arrangement: 
“Arrangement, by this word is meant the division of the entire terrain on which 
a building is erected, for whatever use this may be; because it is not enough that 
the main body of the building be advantageously and conveniently arranged, it 
is also necessary that dependent structures be located not only relative to their 
functions but that they also be properly situated according to their purpose and 
their relationship with the main building and its various occupants: such are 
kitchens, offices, stables, sheds, as well as poultry-yards and, in a country house, 

barns, granaries, etc”. 1

ap p e n d I x  I
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Glossary of Terms: Curious Findings

Term Definition See Also

United Nations Headquarters

Slaughter House

Tudor City

Turtle Bay

Ralph Bunche Park ‘Peace Park’

Waterside Generating Station

2007 Steam Explosion

United Nations Security Radius

Chrysler Building

Skyscraper race

One Vanderbilt

Grand Central Terminal

Conde Nast Building

One Bryant Park 

(Bank of America Tower)

Located in the historic Turtle Bay neighbourhood the United nations 
headquarters has been centred here since 1952. The Area enjoys 
extraterritorial privileges but in exchange of local security and fire 
protections it agrees to acknowledge state and federal law. 

On the Site where the UN sits currently used to be a number of 
slaughter houses, tenement buildings and factories in the mid 
1900s. These among other buildings hereUpon donation of John 
D. Rockefeller Jr., design through collaboration among prominent 
architects of the time began in 1948. 

Constructed in the historic Turtle Bay neighbourhood, the 1927 
development of this skyscraper complex was the first of its kind. The 
complex aimed at bringing middle class people who were moving out 
of Manhattan to an area known for crime and squatting.

Known in the 17th century as a shelter from harsh conditions for 
sailors and a thriving site for shipbuilders, the cove which was 
surrounded by a hilly landscape was later levelled and filled in to 
create the turtle bay neighbourhood today, due to the implementation 
of the Manhattan grid.

A park connecting Tudor city and turtle bay.  Historically known 
for an area of peace since its construction together with the UN 
headquarters. Commonly used for protests and demonstrations 
however the closest location the NYPD usually allow demonstrations 
is Dag Hammarskjöld Plaza at 47th Street and First Avenue.

Waterside was one of Con Edison’s more prominent factories during 
the boom of midtown in the 20th century. Located south of the UN 
headquarters, this factory supplied some of the key buildings such as 
Grand Central station with steam for heating and cooling, which still 
plays a massive role in 21st century Manhattan.

An explosion of a Con Edison steam pipe underground near Grand 
central terminal sent debris and mud flying fourty storeys high and 
created a steam cloud higher than the Chrysler building. The explosion 
also left a crater 10m wide and 4m deep.

A hypothetical radius around the UN headquarters unveils an array of 
secure, diplomatic buildings such as embassies and mission buildings 
close by and peculiarities such as high density spots such as hotels and 
monuments are seen.

The Chrysler building was one of many that participated in the 
‘Skyscraper race’ and unknowingly shaping the Manhattan skyline 
of the past, present and future. The building also sits within the 
aforementioned Security Radius which is of particular interest due to 
the millions of people that visit the building yearly.

In the context of the project, the Skyscraper race refers to the 
concurrent, secretive building of key buildings such as the Empire 
State Building, the 40 Wall street Tower and the Chrysler building in 
order to be the tallest and hence most powerful. 

Among the top 5 tallest buildings in Manhattan by 2020. A modern 
manifestation of the skyscraper race. Height still equates to power. 
Interesting connections with reaching high but complex relationships 
with the ground and underground (subway)

Grand Central covers a massive footprint of 48 acres and with 44 
platforms is the largest station in the world. A focal point both above 
and below ground on 42nd Street, the station works as a monument 
and symbol for midtown and the entire Manhattan. 

At the turn of the 21st century remnants of the ‘Skyscraper race’ still 
exist. A new type of skyscraper is unveiled, one that considers green 
energy and uses technology to better its performance

The newest of the 42nd street skyscrapers. A 21st century ideal in 
opening parts of the city as public space begins to make porous the 
boundary which prior to the turn of the century was quite well 
defined.

Security Radius, Turtle Bay, 
Island of Extraterritorial Security, 
Rockefeller 

Turtle Bay, Skyscraper Race

The grid, Reclaimed land.

United Nations Headquarters, 
Security Radius, Turtle Bay, Bryant 
Parks

2007 Explosion, United Nations 
Headquarters, Con Edison

Chrysler Building, Con Edison

United Nations Headquarters

United Nations Headquarters, 
Security Radius, Skyscraper Race

Chrysler Building, 

Chrysler Building, Grand Central 
Station

Chrysler Building, Grand Central 
Station

Chrysler Building, Vanderbilt, 
Skyscraper race, One Bryant Park

Chrysler Building, Vanderbilt, 
Skyscraper race, Conde Nast

United Nations Headquarters, 
Rockefeller 
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Double Crested Cormorants

Belmont Island

Steinway Tunnel/ The 7 Line

Bryant Park

East River

NewYork  Public Library

Elevated railway

Robert Fulton

Brooklyn Waterfront

Brooklyn Heights

Fulton Street 

(Manhattan & Brooklyn)

East River Ferry

Brooklyn Bridge

A 30 by 61 metre man made island created during the construction 
of the Steinway tunnel that currently accommodates the 7 line to 
Queens. Grew to become a sanctuary for double crested cormorants 
and a thriving reef for striped bass fish. 

A migratory Bird that has taken refugee from the concrete jungle that 
is Manhattan on Belmont Island. Here the bird has created a utopia 
due to the security restrictions put disallowing human intervention 
into the island. 

The first underwater passenger tube in New York City. A conscious 
decision to create a tunnel over a bridge was taken and the 7 line was 
to connect Queens to Manhattan. A privately owned tunnel when 
constructed allowed for a swift construction.

‘Hell Gate’ - Adriaen Block coined this term to describe the turbulent 
waters of the east river and in particular the dangerous stretch. 
Historically and till today the river accommodates for growth in 
infrastructure from bridges to tunnels to ferries. The river has also 
been highly polluted till the past two decades with fishing and boating 
just recently been coined a safe activity in the river.

From time to time the space is used as a political forefront such as in 
the riots in 1863 and 1869 rally to end the vietnam war. The park Also 
houses the largest stack of books for the New York Public Library 
underneath it. Bryant Park in the mid 1900s was a high security 
risk due to a high homeless population and drug dealers, however a 
rehabilitation project of the homeless there into curating markets and 
stalls proved successful in opening up the park to the wider public.

The Grand feeling of the spaces above is due to the steel stacks that 
provide sufficient structure beneath. Fully automated system of books 
retrieved from stacks. The storage of books beneath stretches up to the 
fountain in the park above and stores 4 million books.

By the 1870’s a series of elevated rail lines ran along 2nd, 3rd, 5th and 
9th avenues. The elevated railway especially on 5th and 6th avenue was 
responsible for creating an unpleasant atmosphere due to the shadows 
it cast on Bryant park in the mid 19th century through to the end of 
their lives in the Mid 1900s.  The elevated rail played a key role in the 
corruption of the  Tammany hall’s corruption tactics as prominent 
figures in the organisation had conflicting interests. 

Implemented one of the first steam powered ferries across the east 
river in 1814 following a historic route taken by a 1642 Dutch man 
between Manhattan and Brooklyn. 

The east river ferry was prominent in the mid 1800s, a time before 
the construction of Bridges and subway and road tunnels across 
to Brooklyn. However they became redundant for faster paced 
infrastructural alternatives by the 1930s. As of 2011 the ferries have 
been revived and add to the myriad of transport across the east river.

 Brooklyn Bridge was the first suspension Bridge and first bridge to 
cross the East river. Construction of the bridge was carried out over 
its life by a number of people ; John Augustus Roebling,  His son, 
Washington Roebling and finally his wife Emily Roebling. The bridge 
was constructed in reaction of the massive immigration of people that 
happened daily from Brooklyn to Manhattan and new infrastructure 
was needed as the ferries were not sufficient anymore. Originally 
constructed for horse carriage and rail traffic, the bridge has now been 
redone to carry six lanes of automobile traffic with a elevated walkway.

With ownership of the ferry lines in early 1700s given to Manhattan, 
meant that the Brooklyn waterfront, where these ferries would travel 
to was claimed as the city of New York (Manhattan at the time) 

With the temporary emigration of people from Brooklyn to 
Manhattan on the regularly scheduled ferries in the early 1800s, 
Brooklyn Heights developed  as a result of this. 

The Fulton Ferry was the first steam ship ferry that shuttled passanges 
between Fulton street on Manhattan and Brooklyn both starting from 
1814 till the opening of Brooklyn Bridge in 1883.

The 7 line, Artificial Utopia, east 
River, Double Crested Cormorant, 
Security Radius

The 7 line, Artificial Utopia, east 
River, Double Crested Cormorant, 
Security Radius

Brooklyn Bridge, Belmont Island,

Politics (corruption)

Brooklyn Bridge, Belmont Island,

Politics (corruption)

William Tweed, Bryant Park, 

Politics (corruption)

East River Ferry, 

Robert Fulton, Brooklyn Bridge, 
Steinway Tunnel,  East River, 
Belmont Island

East River, Population Rise, 
Brooklyn Waterfront

East River, Population Rise, 
Brooklyn Bridge, Brooklyn Heights,

Fulton’s Brooklyn
East River, Population Rise, 
Brooklyn Bridge, Robert Fulton, 
East River Ferry, Fulton’s Brooklyn

East River, Population Rise, 
Brooklyn Bridge, Robert Fulton, 
East River Ferry, Fulton’s Brooklyn

The Ship, Brooklyn Bridge, Over 
Population, Pollution

The Ship, Brooklyn Bridge, Over 
Population, Pollution, Peace Park

Glossary of Terms: Curious Findings

Term Definition See Also

During the construction of the Brooklyn Bridge towers, workers 
would work inside a caisson, in order to ground the towers to the 
bedrock (bottom of the river), this led to the health issues Washington 
Roebling experienced.

Ever since the mid 1700s where close to only 2000 people lived in 
Brooklyn , to an estimate of around 2.65 Million people today shows 
the exponential growth of the borough. If Brooklyn was a separate city 
from New York City, it would be the third most populated city in the 
entire United States.

Famous for the opening of the subway here in 1904, the station also 
boasts a beautifully designed platform. However as of 1945 the station 
was closed for a combination of security issues but mainly due to the 
fact that the longer trains could not turn around the city hall loop 
which was initially designed only for 5 carriage trains. 

The More busy of the two City hall stations, this station opens out 
onto Brooklyn Bridge Promenade. After the closure of the city hall 
loop, the station was the primary station for the 4,5 and 6 line.

A political organisation founded in 1789 which played a large part 
in New York City Politics. Notable figures in the organisation were 
Charles Murphy and most famously known for corruption, William M. 
‘Boss’ Tweed. Tweed, strengthened Tammany’s control in NYC in 1858. 
The organisation based its support on the attention to immigrants and 
the working class.

Tweed strategically placed friends in positions of strength around him 
allowing him to control the public funds and take control of the city’s 
government. Using his ring as protection, Tweed was able to control 
public work programmes through large scale corruption.

A large body currently on the site of the Ring of the Political buildings 
surrounding City Hall. Historically significant in the breakthrough of 
the steam boat. The city’s correctional facilities over almost 200 years 
now have evolved on this site in the heart of the city.

North of city hall, the Manhattan detention centre exists in the heart 
of the city on the historic site of collect pond. A similar correctional 
facility neighbours the supreme court a couple blocks south. 

Beside the Municipal Building, Supreme court and city hall lies the 
second of correctional facilities in the neighbourhood that holds both 
male and female prisoners pending trial.

The court is the trial level court of the New York State. opposite to 
popular belief the court is not the highest court, but instead the court 
of appeals is.

The seat of new York City Government. The building has appeared 
timeless as major infrastructural changes took place in its 
neighbourhood. from the construction of Brooklyn Bridge, cable cars 
across it, the passing of an elevated rail, cars, horse carraiges and for 
a short period in the 20th century a subway station below it. The area 
around it that is largely made up of governmental buildings is known 
as civic centre.

This was the first attempt to create an underground transit using 
a pneumatic tube method in New York City. Alfread Ely Beach 
demonstrated his Pneumatic subway system that went from Murray 
street to Warren street through Broadway. Due to issues with permits, 
Beach constructed the subway illegally using the Devlin Clothing co. 
as a front. This breakthrough in the infrastructural world was quickly 
shut down by the Tammany government at the time due to other 
conflicting interests of the man in power at the time, William tweed. 
The project was to be expanded through Broadway to central park. 
Later, City Hall station was inaugurated as the first underground 
subway station nearby.

Brooklyn Bridge, Population Rise, 

Brooklyn Bridge, East River, East 
River ferry

Brooklyn Bridge city Hall Station, 

Brooklyn Bridge city Hall Station, 

Brooklyn Bridge, Tammany Hall, 
City Hall 

Tammany Hall, City Hall, Supreme 
court, Manhattan Detention 
Complex, Juxtaposition of Justice.

Tammany Hall, City Hall, Supreme 
court, Metropolitan correctional 
facility, Manhattan Detention 
Complex, Juxtaposition of Justice.

Tammany Hall, City Hall, Supreme 
court, Manhattan Detention 
Complex, Juxtaposition of Justice.

Tammany Hall, City Hall, Supreme 
court, Manhattan Detention 
Complex, Juxtaposition of Justice.

Supreme court, Manhattan 
Detention Complex, Juxtaposition 
of Justice, Fulton’s Brooklyn, 
Brooklyn Bridge, City Hall Station

Tweed, Tammany, City Hall, City 
Hall Station, Island of Anarchy

Tammany Hall, City Hall 

The Caisson 

Population Rise

City Hall Station

Brooklyn Bridge City Hall Station

Tammany Hall

William M Tweed

Collect Pond

New York Supreme Court

City Hall

Beach Pneumatic Transit

Metropolitan correctional facility

Manhattan Detention Complex.
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Gansevoort Peninsula

Gansevoort

Gansevoort Street

Fort Gansevoort

Lenape Route 

Part of relcaimed land on the Hudson river. Lower West Manhattan, at 
the northwestern tip of Greenwich village, in the Meat District. A full 
block inhabited by a market and storage buildings in the 19th century. 
It was also crossed by 13th avenue. In the early 1900s. The block was 
transformed into a square shaped pier and housed a waste plant  
storage pier for detritus then sent to the Fresh Kills Landfill, and pier 
52, owned by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. The lower 
west side saw a period of recession and neglect in the 1960s, which 
led to the arrival of excluded and alternative communities. Most of 
the piers became squatted by artists, drug dealers and the LGBTQ+ 
community, which built nightclubs in derelict spaces. In 1975, archist 
(architect/ artist)Gordon Matta-Clark went and cut up pier 52, to 
create a temple of Sun and Water, as well as making a statement about 
the appropriation of derelict space. The pier was destroyed quickly 
after, and Matta-Clark avoided heavy charges by flying away to Europe 
for further interventions. Gansevoort peninsula then became owned 
by the City of New York Department of Sanitation, on which there 
was a Salt shed, which found a new home on Spring Street, the waste 
plant converted into a storage space and the storage pier for detritus. 
The peninsula has today been tabula rasa, in preparation for a new 
public space which will consist of a bed of a squarish bed of grass and 
David Hammons steel frame in the shape of a pier, the ghost of Pier 52, 
in memory of Matta-Clark.

Surname of the Gansevoort family, which gave name to, 
chronologically, Gansevoort Fortress, Gansevoort Street, and 
Gansevoort Peninsula. The first Gansevoort to arrive in America 
was Harmen Hermense Gansevoort, a beer brewer. His descendants 
include Peter Gansevoort, an American revolutionary  which gave 
name to the Gansevoort Fortress and street, and Herman Melville.

Street found in the Meatpeacking District that links Gansevoort 
peninsula on the Hudson river’s end, to west 13th street. The street 
follows the path of an old Native American route, and aligns with 
the sun during the spring and autumn equinox. It is unsure whether 
it is pure coincidence or planned long ago by the Lenape. A Native 
American settlement was also most probably present at the crossing 
of Washington street. Early Dutch settlers constructed kilns along 
the Lenape pathway, which lead it to be named Old Kiln Route. 
Fortifications were built at the river end of the pathway in the lat 18th 
century, a fortress by the name of Fort Gansevoort, named after the 
revolutionary Peter Gansevoort. The small fortress was an outpost and 
a defence against the English, eventually giving its name to the whole 
route which became a street during the gridification of Manhattan. 

Fortifications built on the shores of the Hudson River in the late 
18th century. The small fort was an outpost and a defence against 
the English, eventually giving its name to the adjacent Gansevoort 
street, once known as the Old Kiln Route, which corresponded to an 
old lenape route. The Fort was destroyed during the gridification of 
Manhattan.

The Lenape are a Native American tribe. They once roamed the 
swampy island of Manhattan. They were a pacifist trade, working as 
messengers and diplomates amongst tribes in conflict. Manhattan 
was sacred land of the Lenape, due to it’s rich biodiversity. Various 
Lenape routes stitched the whole island together, often following the 
streams and openings. Some of the existing roads and streets found in 
Manhattan today were founded on old Lenape routes, such as part of 
Broadway and Gansevoort street.

Lower West district of Manhattan.

Gansevoort, 13th Avenue, 
Gansevoort Street, Gansevoort 
fortress, The Meatpacking District

Gansevoort Peninsula, Gansevoort 
Street, Gansevoort Fortress, the 
Meatpacking District 

Gansevoort Peninsula, Fort 
Gansevoort, the Meatpacking 
District, Gansevoort, Lenape Route

Gansevoort Peninsula, the 
Meatpacking District, Gansevoort, 
Lenape Route

Broadway, Gansevoort street
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Municipality Building is a sister

Five points 

Burial grounds

Thomas Paine Park

Pier 25

Washington Market Park 

James Madison Plaza

Murry Softball Field

Governmental space features medallions of the city’s past on its 
facade: beavers, trading deal between Dutch colonisers and Lenape 
Indians. The building has a sister building in Moscow known as the 
Kudrinskaya Square Building as part of the ‘Seven Sisters’ high-rise 
buildings.

The way the other half lives – a former area of marshland and 
swamps from the Dutch farmlands which evolved into the city’s 
worst slum and ghetto of immigrants fueled with prospering criminal 
environment. A place where life was short due to the regular race 
riots, spreading diseases and intense poverty. The Plug Uglies were 
wearing beaver hats as a symbol of their gang group to distinguish 
themselves among the others.

The area across the Municipality Building features a Foley Square 
medallions indicating remains of 10000 African slaves interred 
between 1712 and 1794. The burial grounds stretch from the Foley 
Square towards the Manhattan Bridge waterfront.

Was once part of a freshwater swamp surrounded by three former 
British prisons for revolutionaries, later becoming a part of one of 
the Five Points community. Now the area features a green space with 
contemporary public artwork right by the Federal and New York City 
Supreme Court buildings with a dramatic view towards One World 
Trade Center.

Hudson River Park to the west of the Municipality Building that 
features  multiple recreational spaces such as green lawn, climbing 
wall, skate park and golf course.

A former area of  marketplace structure dated back to 1812. The 
market was indeed a rugged sort of place, crowded and loud with 
the screaming vendors and delivery carriages.  Dialogue between 
the customer and vendor: ‘Vendor: Five mustard. Customer: Take it 
easy on the prices, uh? Vendor: Yes sir. If you don’t like this mustard 
you can go in the saloon and get some in a jar. Customer: -[I can] 
go some place else, right. Vendor: Now you got a live one, a real live 
one. Customer: Yeah, that’s a live one. You don’t belong here. Vendor: 
You want anything or not?’. After the market demolition, residents 
of neighbourhood, protested against the planned parking lot and 
campaigned for a new city park in the area. Therefore, currently the 
area comprises the park with a community garden, two playgrounds, a 
great lawn, basketball courts, a tennis court and a gazebo for hosting 
events and parties.

Aristocratic neighbourhood of brownstone row houses and mansions 
which had honor to be a location of the signing of the Declaration of 
Independence.  It is the site of the first electric street lighting in the 
city installed in 1880 between 14th Street Union Square and James 
Madison Plaza.

An area of massive burial grounds for African slaves, now featuring 
the sport facilities.

Definition

Paper Stamp Act 1725

Liberty Poles and Liberty Trees

Collect Pond

Paradise Square

Columbia University

Ginkgo Biloba, Honey Locust, 
Common Dogwood

Ginkgo Biloba

Duane Park

John Street Brooklyn Bridge Park

Britain imposed taxes on printed materials within its American 
colonies that caused riots and demonstrations among the citizens 
triggering a first step toward American Revolution.

The major disagreement with the Paper Stamp Act was taking place 
in the area around the City Hall where public gathered under large 
oak trees calling them ‘Liberty Trees’ and holding wooden sticks with 
red wool Phrygian cap at the top waving them as a sign of liberty.  
During demonstrations, the nearest sugar refineries were turned 
into the prisons to accommodate huge amount of rioters. Later, the 
Declaration of Independence was announced by George Washington 
to the citizens under one of these ‘Liberty Trees’ adjacent to the area 
of the City Hall.

An area of fresh water fed by an underground spring existing at the 
area of farms of Dutch colonizers who called it ‘kolch’-small body of 
drinking water, which was heavily contaminated and turned into a 
sewer by the residents of Five Points.

An area adjacent to the Collect Pond which was constantly flooded 
by the  extremely high water table. Later the area had become the 
notorious Five Points emitting the foul odor and cholera outbreaks. 
Now the area is known as Columbus Park representing a valuable 
green space in the city.

Former King’s College founded in 1724 by the British Empire at the 
Chamber’s street to the west of Municipality Building. One of the 
oldest educational institutions in the country. Mosaic at Chambers 
St Subway Station shows the four-storey building surrounded by 
trees. With the same tiles also at the 116th Street station, Columbia 
University  is the only institution portrayed in more than one subway 
station.

Main plants species as part of street green infrastructure.

A tree specimen that grows slowly, has an excellent capacity of 
cleaning the air and absorbing CO2. The species is highly resistant 
to air pollution and can be grown in areas within its introduced 
range where air pollution damages other species.  It has a high level 
of tolerance to all types of deposition of air pollutants occurring 
through: dry deposition of both particles and gases, wet deposition 
via precipitation, and cloud water deposition. However, it produces a 
strong foul odour when leaves are decaying in autumn.

A first public space acquired by the City for 5 dollars from the Trinity 
Church specifically for use as a public park named after the New 
York’s first mayor after American Revolution who actively supported 
the Declaration of Independence and helped to draft its articles. 
The area features a small triangular green space with only 9 trees 
of sycamore species, while majority of the green spaces in the city 
features the London Plane tree species.

Developed as a small Dutch town which provided a ferry service in the 
17 century, later becoming strategic location for George Washington 
to evade the British army during American Revolution. Now the area 
features tidal salt marsh, lawns, dog run, climbing wall, waterfront 
promenade bringing diverse playgrounds, sand volleyball courts and 
natural habitats to the park.

Term Definition

Domino Sugar factory,

City Hall

Gas explosion and polluted air 
atmospheres
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High Line

Jacob K Javits Convention Centre

Spring Street Salt Shed

Holland Tunnel

Canal Street

34th Street Hudson Yards Subway 
Station

Hudson Yards

West Side Yard

Domino Sugar Refinery

Sunfish Pond 

Term

A 2.33 km elevated linear park, greenway and rail trail built on a 
disused, southern viaduct section of the New York Central Railroad 
line. Opened 2009. Runs from Meatpacking District to 34th Street 
near Jacob K Javits Center. Designed by James Corner and Diller 
Scofidio + Renfro.

Large convention centre located on Eleventh Avenue, between 
34th and 40th streets. Controversial and revolutionary space frame 
structure finished in 1986.

Nearly 70 feet in height, the shed houses 5,000 tons of salt. Marks the 
historic location where the former canal enclosing Lower Manhattan 
met the Hudson River, near the entrance to Holland Tunnels. 
Concrete admixture is self-waterproofing and a hardener was applied 
to the concrete floor to prevent salt corrosion. Due to its location in 
a flood plain, the shed’s floor was raised, and a deployable dam system 
installed.

Vehicular tunnel under the Hudson River connecting to New Jersey. 
Operated by Port Authority. Opened 1927. World’s first mechanically 
ventilated tunnel.

Former drain built to along run-off from the polluted Collect Pond in 
the early 1800s to drain it into Hudson River.

First completely new station in the New York City Subway system 
since 1989. Essential part of Hudson Yards Development also serving 
the Jacob K Javits Convention Centre.

Largest private real estate development in the United States by square 
footage, where 13 of the 16 planned structures will sit on a platform 
built over the West Side Yard.

Opened 1987. The 10.59 ha railyard is used to store commuter rail 
trains operated by the Long Island Rail Road. Sits between West 30th 
Street, West 33rd Street, 10th Avenue and 12th Avenue. North end of 
the High Line. Includes storage tracks, a six-track indoor shop for light 
maintenance, a 12-car long platform for car cleaning. 

The original refinery was built in 1856, and by 1870 it processed more 
than half of the sugar used in the United States. The refinery stopped 
operating in 2004, after running for 148 years. New public park 
includes pieces of machinery from the factory and gardens, a play area 
for children, and various fields. Designed by James Corner.

Once lay at the intersection of Park Avenue South and East 31st 
Street. Although the burial of Sunfish Pond did not result in the slum 
conditions that followed the burials of Minetta Brook and Collect 
Pond. In 1907, when the Pennsylvania Railroad was constructing the 
East River Tubes connecting Long Island with Penn Station, leaking 
walls forced workers to reinforce the tunnel beneath Park Avenue. The 
pond’s outline is highlighted on the 1955 Bromley atlas. The Empire 
State Building stands atop the course of Sunfish Pond, thereby pumps 
in the basement are speculated to be working nonstop to keep the 
water out.

Meatpacking District, Hudson 
Yards, West Side Yard, Jacob K 
Javits Center, Domino Sugar 
Refinery

Penn Station, 7 Line, Madison 
Square Gardens

Holland Tunnels, Canal Street

Port Authority, Lincoln Tunnel, 
Spring Street Salt Shed

Spring Street Salt Shed, Holland 
Tunnel

Hudson Yards, West Side Yard, 
Jacob K Javits Convention Centre, 
7 Line

West Side Yard, Penn Station

Hudson Yards, AMTRAK Gateway 
Project, Penn Station

Kips Bay

Empire State Building, Penn 
Station, Kips Bay
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Battery as Mannahatta in 1609 

Battery Park 

Battery Wall

Castello Plan of New Amsterdam, 
1660

Stuyvesant Farm

New York’s Slave Market

Bedrock Geology: Schist. Surface Geology: Stratified drift. 
Topography: hilltops and hillsides with maximum elevation of 6.7m 
and minimum elevation of -8.5m (water depth along the coast). 
Animals: meadow vole, white-footed mouse, flying squirrel, cottontail 
rabbit, eastern chipmunk, raccoon. Birds: Hawk, Flicker, Crow, Raven, 
Pigeon, Gull, Chickadee, Thrasher, Robin, Eagle, Curlew, Double 
Crested Cormorant, Osprey. Reptiles: Painted Turtle, Garter Snake, 
Black Racer. Amphibians: Salamander, Newt. Fish: Jack, Tomcod, 
Silverside, Stickleback,  Flounder, Shad, Eel, Lamprey. Plants: Red 
maple, Panicgrass, Prairie Daisy, Virginia Creeper, Black Cherry, 
American Chestnut, Red Oak, Sumac, Marginal Woodfern, Red 
Fescue, Strawberry, Flax, Lettuce, Witchhazel, Saltbush, Parasol Sedge, 
Common reed, Purple Sandgrass, Indian Tobacco, Poison Ivy.

The earliest inhabitants of Manhattan, the Lenape Indians, use the 
land around for hunting and fishing. A trading path was established 
from The Battery leading north through Manhattan which was called 
a “broad” way and continues today as the modern avenue, Broadway. 
In 1626 Fort Amsterdam was built on the shores of The Battery serving 
for thirty-eight years as the administrative headquarters for the Dutch 
West India Company. In 1665, just before the Second Anglo-Dutch 
War, the British rename the colony New York, after the Duke of York. 
Castle Clinton was built as a fort in 1811 on a rocky island offshore to 
defend New York against a possible British attack.

Once was a fortified the southwestern end of Manhattan island – 
underneath what is now Battery Park. This structure was uncovered 
as part of archaeological excavation work in 2005 during renovation 
of the South Ferry subway station. Tens of thousands of artefacts 
were uncovered, ranging from seeds and nuts, to ceramic dishes of 
1740s-1750s.

A settlement of 15 streets, farm cottages with garden plots, open 
ditch or canal for  small vessels, bosch or swamp in the middle of a 
settlement. The northern boundary of the settlement comprises the 
palisade or wall to keep the citizens safe from invasion and also pigs 
were kept behind the wall to prevent the serious damage that animals 
were causing to the gardens - “great grief the damages, done to the 
walls of the fort by hogs, especially now again the spring when the 
grass comes out”. The governor of the settlement was Stuyvesant, 
whose White Hall Farm was located near the Fort Amsterdam.

 Governor of the New Netherlands, Peter Stuyvesant was entitled to 
occupy Bowery No. 1, the largest and best of the 25 ha farms that the 
Dutch West India Company had set aside for the its officers. In 1647, 
Stuyvesant returned from a trip to the Netherlands and brought back 
with him a pear tree that he planted on the northeast corner of Third 
Avenue and 13th Street, part of his estate, later giving the name of an 
area as a Pear Tree Corner.

‘Great Sale of Slaves’. Slavery was introduced in 1626 in the settlement 
of New Amsterdam, and on Wall street, between Pearl and Water 
Streets, a market that auctioned enslaved people of African ancestry 
was established by a Common Council law on November 30, 1711. 
Slaves helped to build the wall that Wall Street is named for.  Later, it 
was renamed the Meal Market because corn, grain and meal – crucial 
ingredients to the Colonial diet - were exclusively traded there.

Double Crested Cormorant at the 
UN island

Lenape trails, fur trade, new 
Amsterdam, 

Lenape trails, British invasion
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Term

Cow Tunnels 

Lincoln Tunnel 

Meatpacking District

Tenderloin District 

Herald + Greeley Square 

Broadway

NoMad District

Madison Square Park 

Madison Square Gardens

Penn Station

Created late 19th to early 20th centuries where cows were herded 
across Twelfth Avenue (now the West Side Highway). Nicknamed 
“Abattoir Place.” Located between 34th and 39th street. 

Operated by the Port Authority. 2.4 km tunnel under the Hudson 
River, connecting Weehawken, New Jersey with Midtown Manhattan. 
Consists of three vehicular tubes with two traffic lanes in each tube. 
Named after Abraham Lincoln.

Developed in the 1960s when the containerization of freight and 
supermarkets changed the distribution pattern for meat, dairy and 
produce local or regionally based system to a more national one. Used 
as Sex clubs during the 1970-80s and High-end Boutiques in the 1990s. 
By 2003 only 35 of 250 packing and slaughterhouses were left boosting  
the 2009 High line development.

An entertainment and red-light district during the late 19th and 
early 20th centuries. Located between 24th to 62nd Street and Fifth 
to Eighth Avenue. Included parts of NoMad, Chelsea, Hell’s Kitchen, 
the Garment District and the Theater District. The “Main Street” of 
the district was Broadway between 23rd and 42nd Streets, then known 
as “The Line”, which later moved between 42nd and 62nd Street, 
following the theatre industry.

Bow-tie square formed by the intersection of Broadway, Avenue of the 
Americas and 34th Street. 

The oldest north–south main thoroughfare in New York City, dating 
to the first New Amsterdam settlement. Heart of the American 
theatre industry.

[North of Madison Square Park]. History aligned with Madison Square 
Park. Located between East 25th to East 30th Street and Avenue of the 
Americas to Lexington Avenue. 

2.5-hectare Public square formed by the intersection of Fifth Avenue 
and Broadway at 23rd Street. Indirectly named after James Madison 
[fourth US President]. Public space since 1686. Formerly a military 
parade ground, potter’s field, army arsenal and facility for juvenile 
delinquents. 

Sports and entertainment venue in its fourth iteration moving 
location each time. Currently situated above Penn Station on a 10 year 
lease since 2013. An obstacle in the renovation and future expansion 
of Penn Station. Speculated to be moved to Jacob K Javits Convention 
Centre.

Main intercity railroad station in New York City. 630,000 passengers 
per weekday as of 2018. Entirely underground. Consists of 21 tracks fed 
by seven tunnels, two of which are North River Tunnels. Two Gateway 
Tunnels to New Jersey proposed by AMTRAK Gateway Project. 
Entrances and concourses to be added in the adjacent James A. Farley 
Building.

Main United States Postal Service building in New York City built in 
1912. Formerly the General Post Office Building. 1990s proposed site 
for replica of the historic Penn Station. Currently being integrated 
into Moynihan Station as part of the Penn Station Expansion.

Lincoln Tunnel, Meatpacking 
District, UN Site former Slaughter 
Houses

High Line, Port Authority, Holland 
Tunnel, North River Tunnels

Tenderloin District, High line, UN 
Site former Slaughter Houses, Cow 
Tunnels

NoMad District, Broadway, 
Meatpacking District, Herald + 
Greeley Square

Broadway, Tenderloin District

Tenderloin District, Herald + 
Greeley Square

Madison Square Park

NoMad District

Penn Station, Madison Square Park, 

Jacob K Javits Convention Centre

James A. Farley Building, 
AMTRAK Gateway Project, North 
River Tunnels, Madison Square 
Gardens, Hudson Yards, West Side 
Yard
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The Charter of The United Nations

The Preamble of the charter reads as follows:

WE THE PEOPLES OF THE UNITED NATIONS DETERMINED
- to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war, which twice in our 

lifetime has brought untold sorrow to mankind, and

- to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the 
human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and 

small, and

- to establish conditions under which justice and respect for the obligations 
arising from treaties and other sources of international law can be maintained, 

and

- to promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom,

AND FOR THESE ENDS
- to practice tolerance and live together in peace with one another as good 

neighbours, and

- to unite our strength to maintain international peace and security, and

- to ensure, by the acceptance of principles and the institution of methods, that 
armed force shall not be used, save in the common interest, and

to employ international machinery for the promotion of the economic and 
social advancement of all peoples,

HAVE RESOLVED TO COMBINE OUR EFFORTS TO ACCOMPLISH 
THESE AIMS

Accordingly, our respective Governments, through representatives assembled 
in the city of San Francisco, who have exhibited their full powers found to 
be in good and due form, have agreed to the present Charter of the United 
Nations and do hereby establish an international organization to be known as 

the United Nations.

The full Charted can be found here:
https://www.un.org/en/sections/un-charter/preamble/index.html

ap p e n d I x  Iv
The Paris Climate Agreement

The Paris Agreement’s central aim is to strengthen the global response to the 
threat of climate change by keeping a global temperature rise this century well 
below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit 
the temperature increase even further to 1.5 degrees Celsius. Additionally, the 
agreement aims to increase the ability of countries to deal with the impacts 
of climate change, and at making finance flows consistent with a low GHG 
emissions and climate-resilient pathway. To reach these ambitious goals, 
appropriate mobilization and provision of financial resources, a new technology 
framework and enhanced capacity-building is to be put in place, thus supporting 
action by developing countries and the most vulnerable countries, in line with 
their own national objectives. The Agreement also provides for an enhanced 

transparency framework for action and support.

The Paris Agreement requires all Parties to put forward their best efforts 
through “nationally determined contributions” (NDCs) and to strengthen these 
efforts in the years ahead. This includes requirements that all Parties report 
regularly on their emissions and on their implementation efforts. There will 
also be a global stocktake every 5 years to assess the collective progress towards 
achieving the purpose of the agreement and to inform further individual actions 

by Parties.

The Paris Agreement opened for signature on 22 April 2016 – Earth Day – at 
UN Headquarters in New York. It entered into force on 4 November 2016, 30 
days after the so-called “double threshold” (ratification by 55 countries that 
account for at least 55% of global emissions) had been met. Since then, more 
countries have ratified and continue to ratify the Agreement, reaching a total of 

125 Parties in early 2017.

Further information on the Paris agreement can be found here:

https://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2015/cop21/eng/10a01.pdf
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COUNTRY EXHIBIT DETAILS

Easter Island (Chile Special 
Territory)

India

Iran/Armenia (Persia)

Canada

Greece

The Hoa Hakananai’a statue

The Kohinoor Diamond

The Pazyryk Carpet

Kayung Totem pole 

Parthenon Marbles

A Chilean island in the south-eastern 
Pacific Ocean. Easter Island is most 
famous for its nearly 1,000 extant 
monumental statues, called moai, created 
by the early Rapa Nui people. In 1995, 
UNESCO named Easter Island a World 
Heritage Site. Height: 2.42 metres, Width: 
96 centimetres, Diameter: 47 centimetres

One of the largest cut diamonds in the 
world, weighing 105.6 carats (21.12 g),[a] 
and part of the British Crown Jewels 
ceded to Queen Victoria after the British 
conquest of the Punjab, India in 1849. 
3.6 cm (1.4 in) long, 3.2 cm (1.3 in) wide
1.3 cm (0.5 in) deep

The Pazyryk Carpet pictured at the top is 
the world’s oldest pile rug. It was found 
in a burial mound in the Pazyryk Valley 
in Siberia. Experts agree that it was most 
likely not made there, rather Persia or 
Armenia. They have dated it to some 
time in the 4th or 5th Century BCE.

The Kayung totem pole is a 12-metre (39 
ft) totem pole made by the Haida people. 
Carved and originally located in the 
village of Kayung on Graham Island in 
British Columbia, Canada, it dates from 
around 1850.
Height: 12 metres (estimate)

The classical Greek sculptures on display 
at the British Museum were originally 
part of the Parthenon – a 2,500 year old 
temple dedicated to the Greek goddess 
Athena, in Greece.
75 m (246 ft)

COUNTRY EXHIBIT DETAILS

United Kingdom

Iraq

Rome (Italy)

Egypt

Syria/Iran/Turkey

Sutton Hoo mask

The Standard of Ur

The Portland Vase

Colossal red granite statue of Amenhotep 
III

Lion Hunt of Ashurbanipal

Discovered in 1939, the Anglo-Saxon 
artefacts discovered at Sutton Hoo 
are perhaps the most important 
archaeological discoveries ever made in 
Britain. 2.5 kg (5.5 lb) (estimated)

Between 8,000 and 3,500 years ago the 
great Mesopotamian civilisations evolved 
in the area we know today as Southern 
Iraq. During this time humans evolved 
build some of the first cities and create 
some magnificent art including The 
Standard of Ur
20cm by 45cm

The Portland Vase is a Roman cameo 
glass vase, which is dated to between AD 
1 and AD 25, though low BC dates have 
some scholarly support.[1] It is the best 
known piece of Roman cameo glass and 
has served as an inspiration to many glass 
and porcelain makers from about the 
beginning of the 18th century onwards.
Height 24 cm (9.4 in), Diameter 17.7 cm 
(7.0 in)

The colossal red granite statue of 
Amenhotep III is a granite head of the 
18th Dynasty Ancient Egyptian Pharaoh 
Amenhotep III. Dating from around 1370 
BC, it was found in the temple enclosure 
of Mut at Karnak in Upper Egypt. Two 
parts of the broken colossal statue are 
known: the head and an arm
The head is 2.90m high

The royal Lion Hunt of Ashurbanipal is 
shown on a famous group of Assyrian 
palace reliefs from the North Palace of 
Nineveh. hey show a formalized ritual 
“hunt” by King Ashurbanipal (reigned 
668 – c. 631/627 BC) in an arena, where 
captured Asian lions were released from 
cages for the king to slaughter with 
arrows, spears, or his sword

Mexico

Norway

Australia

China

Nigeria

Japan

COUNTRY

Aztec Double-Headed Serpent

The Lewis Chessmen

Gold Nugget

Terracotta Army

Benin Bronzes

Samurai Armour

Discovered in 1939, the Anglo-Saxon 
artefacts discovered at Sutton Hoo 
are perhaps the most important 
archaeological discoveries ever made in 
Britain. 20.5cm by 40.3cm

These chess pieces form a remarkable 
group of iconic objects within the world 
collection of the British Museum. They 
were probably made in Trondheim, 
Norway, about AD 1150-1200. At this 
period, the Western Isles, where the 
chess pieces were found, were part of the 
Kingdom of Norway, not Scotland

Gold still accounts for a huge amount 
of Australia’s exports, earning close to 
an estimated £7 billion last year. This 
little beauty is a cast of the largest single 
nugget ever to have been found. 71.4 kg, 
of which 64.8 kg could be harvested for 
gold.

The Terracotta Army is a collection of 
terracotta sculptures depicting the armies 
of Qin Shi Huang, the first Emperor of 
China. It is a form of funerary art buried 
with the emperor in 210–209 BCE with 
the purpose of protecting the emperor in 
his afterlife. Life sized

The Benin Bronzes are a group of more 
than a thousand metal plaques and 
sculptures that decorated the royal palace 
of the Kingdom of Benin in what is now 
modern-day Nigeria

Japanese samurai armour and accessories 
dating from the 1700s.  During the Edo 
period (1615-1868), Japan was largely 
at peace, so armour was more for 
ceremonial occasions than for battle. It 
was a beautifully decorative ensemble of 
finely crafted materials, including metal, 
lacquer, textile, leather and horn. Life 
size. Requires regular upkeep. 

EXHIBIT DETAILS
MOSS AND WATER
EXPERIMENTAL CONCRETE SITUATION AFTER WATER

The Kohinoor Diamond

Caption for research Images

Gold Nugget Aztec Double-Headed Serpent The Portland Vase

Sutton Hoo mask Parthenon Marbles

Kayung Totem pole Benin Bronzes

The Hoa Hakananai’a statue The Lewis Chessmen

The Standard of Ur

Colossal red granite statue of Amenhotep III Terracotta Army

Lion Hunt of Ashurbanipal

Samurai Armour

The Pazyryk Carpet Benin Bronzes

Sutton Hoo mask

Kayung Totem pole 

Di consecte sit ute nobisciet 
modipsaped et, erore dolorempor 
samusam ilit accus reius serum laborro 
quam harum quae volluptatior acerum 
dolorer atempore moluptatiae necta cus 
conseceatet aliqui ommolec tatibus am 
quo eum, sunda si voluptatur?
Adit omnis et essequam rem. Uptissu 
ndaeprerit ipsam que sandus el molore 
vides moluptatint eatis aliquiaerume 
numquaeriae. Volupta ecabores suntio. 
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